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01& .2+& B+G8,.6+(.& 01& 32+6)-.,/& 8.& #)60(& ?,8-+,& '()*+,-)./& J8-& 5(>+,.8K+("& & F2+&
G0,.104)0&01&8GG4)$8.)0(-&J8-&$0(-)>+,+>&1,06&.2+&$0(.+L.&01& .2+0,+.)$84& 1,86+J0,K-&8(>&
60>+4-& .0& 18$)4).8.+& 7+..+,& 5(>+,-.8(>)(C& 01& .2+& $5,,+(.& )(10,68.)0(& .+$2(040C/&
+(*),0(6+(.& 01& .2+& >+G8,.6+(."& & '(>+,4/)(C& 68(8C+6+(.& 8(>& 0G+,8.)0(84& G,0$+--+-&
-5GG0,.+>& 7/& )(10,68.)0(& -/-.+6-& 8,+& G8,-+>& 05.& 10,& $06G8,)-0(& .0& G,0$+--& -045.)0(-&
8$,0--& .2+& ?8$54./& 01& #$)+($+"& & @+$066+(>8.)0(-& 8(>& 8(& )6G4+6+(.8.)0(& G48(& 10,&








32+6)-.,/& 8.&#)60(&?,8-+,&'()*+,-)./& 10,& .2+),& -5GG0,."& & F2+&85.20,&J054>& 84-0& 4)K+& .0&
.28(K& .2+&>0M+(-&01&6+67+,-&01& .2+&5()*+,-)./&$0665()./&8$,0--&(56+,05-&8$8>+6)$&





























































































































































F2+& G5,G0-+& 01& .2)-& G8G+,& )-& .0& G,0*)>+& 8& $,).)$84& 8(84/-)-& 01& .2+& )(10,68.)0(&
-/-.+6-&`H#a&5-+>&)(&-5GG0,.&01&.2+&5(>+,C,8>58.+&.+8$2)(C&G,0C,86&01&.2+&B+G8,.6+(.&
01&32+6)-.,/&8.&#)60(&?,8-+,&'()*+,-)./&`#?'a"&&F2+&$5,,+(.&-).58.)0(&)-&8&$067)(8.)0(&01&
>+$8>+-[04>& )($567+(.& -/-.+6-& 8(>& 8(& 0J(+,-2)G& -.,5$.5,+& G,+>)-G0-)(C& .2+&
>+G8,.6+(.&.0&-+*+,+&-+,*)$+&)(.+,,5G.)0(-"&
S*+,& .2+& G8-.& /+8,%& .2+& >+G8,.6+(.& 28-& +LG+,)+($+>& -)C()1)$8(.& G8)(-& 8,)-)(C&
1,06&8&$0(145+($+&01&.2+&870*+[6+(.)0(+>&-/-.+6-&0J(+,-2)G&-.,5$.5,+&8(>&5(10,+-++(%&
/+.& 4)K+4/& +LG+$.874+%& 2568(& ,+-05,$+-& )--5+-"& & H(-.,5$.0,-& 8(>& -.811& J+,+& 01.+(& 4+1.&
-$,8674)(C& .0& +(-5,+& .28.& $05,-+& 68(8C+6+(.& -/-.+6-& `3D#a& J+,+& 15($.)0(84& 10,&
-.5>+(.&5-+%&68,K)(C&-/-.+6-&J+,+& )(&G48$+&10,&+L86&G,0$+--)(C%&8(>&>8.878-+-&J+,+&
8.&4+8-.&6)()6844/&15($.)0(84&.0&8440J&10,&-576)--)0(&01&1)(84&C,8>+-"&&F2)-&8(84/-)-&-++K-&
.0& +LG48)(& 20J& .2+& J+8K(+--+-& 01& .2+& )($567+(.& 8GG4)$8.)0(& G0,.104)0& 8(>& 48$K& 01&
-.,8.+C)$& )(10,68.)0(& .+$2(040C/& `HFa& G48(()(C& G,+$)G).8.+>& .2+-+& )--5+-& J2+(& .2+/&
-2054>&28*+& 40(C&7++(& 10,+-++("& &E(& )(.+,(84& 8(84/-)-&01& .2+& )(10,68.)0(&-/-.+6-&8(>&
75-)(+--&G,0$+--+-&)(&G48$+&)(&.2+&B+G8,.6+(.&01&32+6)-.,/&,+*+84-&-)C()1)$8(.&-20,.1844-&
.28.&J+,+&G,+*)05-4/&2)>>+(&1,06&-)C2.&7/&.2+&-/-.+6&0J(+,-2)G&-.,5$.5,+"&&E(&+L.+,(84&
8(84/-)-& -20J-& 20J& .2+& #?'& 0G+,8.)(C& +(*),0(6+(.& 28-& $28(C+>& -)C()1)$8(.4/& J2)4+&
>+G8,.6+(.84& G,0$+--+-& 28*+& ,+68)(+>& 5($28(C+>%& $,+8.)(C& (+J& C8G-& )(& 04>&
8GG,08$2+-& .28.&J+,+& 0($+&+(.),+4/& 8GG,0G,)8.+"& &E(& 8(84/-)-& 01& .2+& 75-)(+--& G,0$+--&
8GG,08$2+-& 10440J+>& 7/& 0.2+,& >+G8,.6+(.-& J).2)(& 8(>& 05.-)>+& .2+& ?8$54./& 01& #$)+($+&
15,.2+,&-5GG0,.-&.2+&(0.)0(&01&8&-5G+,8((58.+>&.+8$2)(C&G,0C,86&8GG4)$8.)0(&G0,.104)0&)(&
.2+& B+G8,.6+(.& 01& 32+6)-.,/"& & E.& .2+& -86+& .)6+%& .2)-& +L.+,(84& 8(84/-)-& G,0*)>+-&
84.+,(8.)*+&0G+,8.)0(84&60>+4-&10,&-.5>/&8(>&G0--)74+&)6G4+6+(.8.)0("&
E& -+,)+-& 01& -.,5$.5,84& 8(>& G,0$+--& $28(C+-& 8,+& G,+-+(.+>%& +8$2& .8K)(C& )(.0&





#?'& )-& .2+& -+$0(>& 48,C+-.& 5()*+,-)./& )(& !,).)-2&304567)8%& J).2& 8(& +(,046+(.& 01&
9\%U\R&G8,.[.)6+%&1544[.)6+%&8(>&>)-.8($+&+>5$8.)0(&5(>+,C,8>58.+&-.5>+(.-&8$,0--&.2,++&
$86G5-+-&)(&D+.,0&V8($05*+,&)(&.2+&9:RUdR;&8$8>+6)$&/+8,&`#)60(&?,8-+,&'()*+,-)./%&
9:R;a"& & F2+& 5()*+,-)./& )-& 0,C8()M+>& )(.0& +)C2.& 8$8>+6)$& 18$54.)+-& 8(>& -$2004-%& 0(+& 01&
J2)$2&)-&.2+&?8$54./&01&#$)+($+"&&F2+&?8$54./&01&#$)+($+&$06G,)-+-&+)C2.&>+G8,.6+(.-%&01&
J2)$2& .2+& B+G8,.6+(.& 01& 32+6)-.,/& )-& .2+& 105,.2& 48,C+-."& & ]).2& .2+& >584& 6)--)0(& 01&
5(>+,C,8>58.+& )(-.,5$.)0(& 8(>& (0*+4& -$)+(.)1)$& ,+-+8,$2%& .2+& B+G8,.6+(.& 01& 32+6)-.,/&
+6G40/-&T:&,+-+8,$2&18$54./%&()(+&.+8$2)(C&18$54./%&8(>&9:&.+$2()$)8(-&8(>&-5GG0,.&-.811"&
F2+&$0,+&G5,G0-+&01& .2+&5(>+,C,8>58.+& .+8$2)(C&G,0C,86& )(& .2+&B+G8,.6+(.&01&
32+6)-.,/& )-& .0& +>5$8.+& -.5>+(.-& 8(>& .0& 8--+--& 4+8,()(C& .2,05C2& 8>6)()-.,8.)0(& 01&
8--)C(6+(.-& 8(>& +L86)(8.)0(-"& & F0& 7+& 874+& .0& 7+-.& -+,*+& .2+& (++>-& 01& -.5>+(.-& 8(>&
G,0*)>+& G,06G.& 1++>78$K& 0(& G+,10,68($+%& ,+4)874+& )(10,68.)0(& -/-.+6-& (++>& .0& 7+& )(&
G48$+&10,&.2+&,+$0,>)(C&8(>&.,8$K)(C&01&C,8>+-&0*+,&.2+&$05,-+&01&8&-+6+-.+,"&&#)6)48,4/%&
)(10,68.)0(& -/-.+6-& 65-.& 7+& +11+$.)*+& )(& >+4)*+,)(C& $06G4+6+(.8,/& )(-.,5$.)*+& 8(>&
+*8458.)*+&$0(.+(.&10,&,+60.+&-.5>+(.&8$$+--&)(&.2+&10,6&01&0(4)(+&,+8>)(C&68.+,)84-&8(>&
A5)MM+-"& & '4.)68.+4/%& .2+& 1)(84& C,8>+& 8& -.5>+(.& ,+$+)*+-& )(& 8& C)*+(& $05,-+& 65-.& 7+&
-576)..+>& .0& .2+& #.5>+(.& #+,*)$+-& .0& 7+& ,+$0,>+>& 0(& .2+& -.5>+(.e-& 011)$)84& 5()*+,-)./&
.,8(-$,)G."&
#5GG0,.& 10,& 70.2& .2+& .+8$2)(C& 8(>& ,+-+8,$2& G,0C,86-& )-& G,0*)>+>& 7/&
>+G8,.6+(.84&8>6)()-.,8.)*+&8(>&68(8C+,)84&-.811"& &N568(&$8G).84%&-G8$+&68(8C+6+(.%&
8(>& 0.2+,& ,+-05,$+& G48(()(C& 8(>& 8440$8.)0(& 8$.)*).)+-& 8,+& 18$)4).8.+>& .2,05C2& 5-+& 01&
)(10,68.)0(&-/-.+6-&>+*+40G+>&)([205-+"&
E-& 8& G574)$& )(-.).5.)0(%& .2+& +6G40/++-& 01& .2+& 5()*+,-)./& 8,+& 8$$05(.874+& .0& .2+&
C0*+,(6+(.& 8(>& .8LG8/+,-& 01& !,).)-2& 304567)8"& & ]).2)(& .2+& C0*+,(6+(.& 68(>8.+&
`!,+J-.+,%&9:RUa%&.2+&5()*+,-)./&)-&+LG+$.+>&.0&0G+,8.+&+11)$)+(.4/&8(>&)(&8&$0-.[$0(-$)05-&
&T&
68((+,"& & F2+& >+G8,.6+(.& $8(& )44& 8110,>& 0G+,8.)0(84& >)-,5G.)0(-& C)*+(& .2+& -.,)(C+(.&
-$2+>54)(C&01&.2+&8$8>+6)$&-+6+-.+,"&&E(&)(10,6+>&8(84/-)-&8(>&-+4+$.)0(&01&)(10,68.)0(&
.+$2(040C/& )(& -5GG0,.& 01& )(10,68.)0(& -/-.+6-& 8(>& 75-)(+--& G,0$+--+-& J)44& 8440J& .2+&
>+G8,.6+(.&.0&)($,+8-+&$0-.[+11)$)+($/&J2)4+&6)()6)M)(C&>0J(.)6+"&
@L>L" Y$36)-0P"5'3$&'$30P"*%."5&)60"
E(& 8(84/-)-& 01& .2+& $5,,+(.& 8GG4)$8.)0(& G0,.104)0& )(& .2+&B+G8,.6+(.& 01& 32+6)-.,/&
$8(& -+,*+& .0& )(10,6& 8& 60>+,()M8.)0(& >,)*+%& -5GG48(.)(C& G,0$+--+-& 70,(+& 1,06& 8(& +,8&
J2+(& .2+& +L.+,(84& 0G+,8.)(C& +(*),0(6+(.& >)11+,+>& -)C()1)$8(.4/& 1,06& .28.& 01& .0>8/"&&







.2+& 75-)(+--& G,0$+--+-& 01& .2+&B+G8,.6+(.& 01&32+6)-.,/"& &30($+G.584& 1,86+J0,K-& 8,+&
G,+-+(.+>& .0& 18$)4).8.+&5(>+,-.8(>)(C&01& .2+&G5,G0-+-& .2+& >)11+,+(.& )(10,68.)0(&-/-.+6-&
-+,*+& )(& .2+& 8>6)()-.,8.)*+& 8(>& 0G+,8.)0(84& G,0$+--+-& 01& .2+& >+G8,.6+(."& & F2,05C2&
$0(-)>+,8.)0(& 01& .2+& +L.+,(84& 5()*+,-)./& 0G+,8.)(C& +(*),0(6+(.%& 8& -+,)+-& 01&
,+$066+(>8.)0(-&8,+&68>+&.0&,8.)0(84)M+&8(>&60>+,()M+&.2+-+&)(10,68.)0(&-/-.+6-"&
328G.+,& 9& 01& .2)-& ,+G0,.& -+,*+-& 8-& 8& ,+*)+J& 01& .2+& G+,.)(+(.& 4).+,8.5,+& 8,05(>&
)(10,68.)0(&-/-.+6-&.2+0,/%& .+$2(040C/&-+4+$.)0(&8(>&8$$+G.8($+& )(&0,C8()M8.)0(-%&8(>&
$28(C+& 68(8C+6+(."& & F2+& )(.+,*)+J& 6+.20>& 01& >8.8& $044+$.)0(& )-& >+-$,)7+>& )(& .2)-&
-+$.)0("&
328G.+,& T& +L86)(+-& .2+& +L.+,(84& 0G+,8.)(C& +(*),0(6+(.& 01& .2+& B+G8,.6+(.& 01&
32+6)-.,/%& $0(-)>+,+>& 10,& .2)-& 8(84/-)-& .0& 7+& 4)6).+>& .0& .2+& J)>+,& 5()*+,-)./"& & F2+&
8GG,08$2+-& .0& -)6)48,& 75-)(+--&(++>-& 10440J+>&7/&G++,& 0,C8()M8.)0(-&8.& .2+&5()*+,-)./&
&Y&
8,+&G,+-+(.+>&10,& .2+&-8K+&01&$06G8,)-0("& &F2)-& )-&G,+$+>+>&7/&8&7,)+1&0*+,*)+J&01& .2+&
)(10,68.)0(&-/-.+6-&-+4+$.)0(-&01&40$84&2)C2+,&+>5$8.)0(&)(-.).5.)0(-"&
328G.+,& Y& G,0*)>+-& 8& 7,08>& 0*+,*)+J& 01& K+/& >+G8,.6+(.84& )(10,68.)0(& -/-.+6-&
8(>&.2+&75-)(+--&(++>-&.2+/&-+,*+%&10440J+>&7/&8&7,)+1&>)-$5--)0(&0(&)--5+-&8,)-)(C&1,06&
.2+&5-+&01&.2+-+&-/-.+6-"&
328G.+,& U& G,+-+(.-& -5$$+--& $,).+,)8& >+,)*+>& 1,06& .2+& 870*+& 8(84/-+-& 8(>&






.2+& 8GG,0G,)8.+& $+(.,84& 5()*+,-)./& >+G8,.6+(."& & E>6)()-.,8.)*+& G48(()(C& 8(>& $0(.,04&
)(10,68.)0(&-/-.+6-&.28.&-5GG0,.&8$8>+6)$&)(-.,5$.)0(84&8$.)*).)+-&8,+&84-0&$0(-)>+,+>&)(&
.2)-&8(84/-)-&8-&.2+/&8,+&*).84&.0&.2+&-600.2&0G+,8.)0(&01&.2+&.+8$2)(C&G,0C,86"&
]2)4+& 01& -)C()1)$8(.& ,+4+*8($+%& .2+& )(10,68.)0(& -/-.+6-& )(& G48$+& .0& -5GG0,.& .2+&
-$)+(.)1)$& ,+-+8,$2& G,0C,86& 01& .2+& >+G8,.6+(.& 8,+& 05.-)>+& .2+& -$0G+& 01& .2)-& 8(84/-)-"&&





F2)-& -+$.)0(& G,0*)>+-& 8(& 0*+,*)+J& 01& .2+& ,+-+8,$2& 6+.20>040C/& +6G40/+>& )(&
$044+$.)0(&01& )(10,68.)0(& 1,06&18$54./&8(>&-.811& )(& .2+&>+G8,.6+(."& &F2)-& )-& 10440J+>&7/&8&
7,)+1&0*+,*)+J&01&.2+&.2+0,+.)$84&60>+4-&8(>&1,86+J0,K-&8GG4)+>&)(&.2)-&8(84/-)-"&
>L@L" /0-0*3&7"B0'7)."
F2+& 1).& 8(>& 15($.)0(& 01& .2+& 8GG4)$8.)0(& G0,.104)0&J8-& +4)$).+>& .2,05C2& 8& -+,)+-& 01&
)(.+,*)+J-& 8$,0--& .2+& 1544& -G+$.,56& 01& >+G8,.6+(.84& -.8K+204>+,-"& & EGG,0L)68.+4/& 9U&
)(>)*)>584-& J).2)(& .2+& 32+6)-.,/& >+G8,.6+(.& J+,+& )(.+,*)+J+>%& )($45>)(C& -5GG0,.& -.811%&
8>6)()-.,8.)*+& -.811%& )(-.,5$.0,-%& .+8$2)(C& 8--)-.8(.-& `FE-a%& 8(>& $5,,+(.& 5(>+,C,8>58.+&
-.5>+(.-"& &F2+&)(.+,*)+J&10,68.&J8-&,+48.)*+4/& )(10,684&8(>&5(-.,5$.5,+>%&J).2&8&1,)+(>4/&
$0(*+,-8.)0(84&8GG,08$2& .8K+(& )(& 4)+5&01&8& ,)C)>&-+.&01&A5+-.)0(-"& &b5+-.)0()(C& 10$5-+>&
G,)68,)4/& 0(& .2+& -/-.+6-& 5-+>& 7/& 8(& )(>)*)>584& 8(>& .2+),& +LG+,)+($+-%& G0-).)*+& 0,&
(+C8.)*+%&J).2&.20-+&-/-.+6-"&&EGG,0L)68.+4/&RU&)(>)*)>584-&)(&0.2+,&>+G8,.6+(.-&8$,0--&
.2+& ?8$54./& 01& #$)+($+& J+,+& )(.+,*)+J+>%& J).2& A5+-.)0()(C& 10$5-+>& 70.2& 0(& 5-+,&
+LG+,)+($+& J).2& 18$54./[J)>+& -/-.+6-& 8(>& 0(& 8GG,08$2+-& .0& 75-)(+--& G,0$+--+-&
$0660(&8$,0--&>)11+,+(.&>+G8,.6+(.-"&&E(0.2+,&.+(&)(.+,*)+J-&J+,+&$8,,)+>&05.&J).2&-.811&
1,06&8&*8,)+./&01& 15($.)0(84&>)*)-)0(-&8$,0--& .2+&5()*+,-)./%& )($45>)(C&654.)G4+&8$8>+6)$&
18$54.)+-& 8(>& $+(.,84& 5()*+,-)./& -5GG0,.& C,05G-"& & E-& 18,& 8-& G0--)74+%& )(.+,*)+J& -57=+$.&
8(0(/6)./& )-& G,+-+,*+>"& & F2+,+& 8,+& )(-.8($+-& J2+,+& =07& .).4+-& 0,& 15($.)0(-& G,+$45>+&








D$?8,48(%&D$O+((+/%& 8(>&</75,(& `R\XTa& G,0G0-+>& .28.& .2+,+& 8,+& 105,& C+(+,84&
H#dHF& +(*),0(6+(.-_& #5GG0,.%& F5,(8,05(>%& ?8$.0,/%& 8(>& #.,8.+C)$"& & E& 1,86+J0,K& .0&
0,C8()M+&.2+-+&105,&+(*),0(6+(.-&,+48.)*+&.0&0(+&8(0.2+,%&G,+-+(.+>&7+40J&)(&?)C5,+&9"R%&





)(.,0-G+$.)*+& .004%&8110,>)(C&68(8C+6+(.&8&7+..+,&5(>+,-.8(>)(C&01& .2+& ,04+& H#&G48/-& )(&
.2+& 0,C8()M8.)0(& 8(>& )1& .28.& ,04+& )-& 84)C(+>& J).2& .2+& -.8.+>& 75-)(+--& -.,8.+C/"& & E-& .2+&






2)C2& G0.+(.)84& F5,(8,05(>& -/-.+6-& ,+A5),)(C& 8& -)6)48,& 68(8C+6+(.& 8-& )(& @fB&
+(*),0(6+(.-%& #.,8.+C)$& -/-.+6-& 7+)(C& >+G40/+>& )(& 8& 1544[1),6& -.,8.+C/& G5-2%& ?8$.0,/&
-/-.+6-&G,0G+,4/&)(.+C,8.+>&.0&68)(.8)(&+11)$)+($/%&8(>&#5GG0,.&-/-.+6-&7+)(C&$8,+1544/&
68(8C+>& .0& (0.& $0(-56+& 8& >)-G,0G0,.)0(8.+& 8605(.& 01& -$8,$+& ,+-05,$+-"& & F2)-&
5(>+,-.8(>)(C& 01& 20J& 8GG4)$8.)0(-& )(& +8$2& A58>,8(.& 01& .2+& -.,8.+C)$& C,)>& -2054>& 7+&
68(8C+>&65-.& 84-0& 7+& +L.+(>+>& .0& 20J& .2+& 1),6& G,)0,).)M+-& >+*+40G6+(.& 8(>& -5GG0,.&
8$.)*).)+-"& & ]8,>& -5CC+-.-& .2+& .2,++& 60-.& )6G0,.8(.& 18$.0,-& .0& $0(-)>+,& )(& 8--)C()(C&







H(& .2)-& 8(84/-)-%& .2+& -.,8.+C)$& C,)>& 60>+4& J)44& 7+& 8GG4)+>& .0& 18$)4).8.+& 8(&
5(>+,-.8(>)(C& 01& .2+& $5,,+(.& 8GG,08$2& 01& .2+& B+G8,.6+(.& 01& 32+6)-.,/& .0& HF"& & !/&
$0((+$.)(C&.2+&8GG4)$8.)0(&G0,.104)0&78$K&.0&.2+&0,C8()M8.)0(84&G,0$+--+-&$8,,)+>&05.%&.2+&
-.,8.+C)$& )6G0,.8($+&01& .20-+&G,0$+--+-&$8(&7+&>+>5$+>"& &E(/&6)-68.$2&7+.J++(& .2+&
)6G0,.8($+&01&.2+&G,0$+--&8(>&.2+&,+4)87)4)./&01&-5GG0,.)(C&HF&-2054>&.2+(&7+$06+&$4+8,"&&
E(&+L86G4+&01&-5$2&8&6)-68.$2&J054>&7+&.2+&5-+&01&5(,+4)874+%&1854./&8GG4)$8.)0(-&`.28.&
6)C2.& 7+& 8$$+G.874+& 10,& .2+& #5GG0,.& A58>,8(.a& 10,& 2)C2[)6G0,.8($+& G,0$+--+-& )(& .2+&
?8$.0,/& A58>,8(."& & H(& 8>>).)0(& .0& G,0*)>)(C& 8(& 5(>+,-.8(>)(C& 01& HF& )(& .2+& >+G8,.6+(.&
.0>8/%& .2+& -.,8.+C)$& C,)>& 60>+4& J)44& 7+& 5-+>& .0& -5CC+-.& .2+& 8GG,08$2& .2+& >+G8,.6+(.&
-2054>&.8K+&60*)(C&10,J8,>"&&]8,>e-&$0($+G.-&01&,+84)M874+&7+(+1).-%&,+A5),+>&,+-05,$+-%&
8(>& G0.+(.)84& ,)-K& 8,+& 5-+>& )(& C+(+,8.)(C& $,).+,)8& .0& 7+& 5-+>& )(& .2+& +*8458.)0(& 01&
84.+,(8.)*+&$28(C+&G48(-"&
]2+,+8-&10440J)(C&8&G,0=+$.&G,)0,).)M8.)0(&60>+4&8-&-20J(&870*+&-2054>&8440J&10,&
.2+& 60-.& J0,.2J2)4+& 8GG4)$8.)0(-& .0& 7+& >+*+40G+>& 8(>& >+G40/+>%& N+(>+,-0(& 8(>&
V+(K8.,868(&`R\\Ta&+*04*+>&8&60,+&(58($+>&8GG,08$2&.0&5(>+,-.8(>)(C&.2+&,04+&H#dHF&
G48/-& )(& 8(& 0,C8()M8.)0(& J).2& .2+),& #.,8.+C)$& E4)C(6+(.& D0>+4& `#EDa"& & F2)-& 60>+4&
$0(-)>+,-& .2+& )(.+,(84& 8(>& +L.+,(84& $06G0(+(.-& 01& 70.2& .2+& 75-)(+--& 8(>& HF"& & F2+/&
&X&
$0(-)>+,&.2+&+L.+,(84&75-)(+--&8-G+$.&.0&7+&75-)(+--&-.,8.+C/&J2)4+&.2+&)(.+,(84&8-G+$.&
)-& .2+& $067)(8.)0(& 01& 0,C8()M8.)0(84& -.,5$.5,+& 8(>& +(874)(C& 75-)(+--& G,0$+--+-"& & F2+&
)(.+,(84&8-G+$.&01& HF& )-& .2+(& .2+& H#& )(&G48$+& .0&-5GG0,.& .2+&0,C8()M8.)0(84&-.,5$.5,+&8(>&







.2+& $06G8(/%& 8(>& +,%#$"'+*$-) '*"%&#$"'+*& )-& 20J& )(.+,(84& H#& -5GG0,.-& .2+& )(.+,(84&
-.,5$.5,+&8(>&G,0$+--+-&01&.2+&$06G8(/"&&F2+/&-5CC+-.&.28.&.2+,+&8,+&105,&68=0,&./G+-&
01& 84)C(6+(.& G+,-G+$.)*+-%& +8$2& J).2& 8& >,)*+,& 1,06& 8& C)*+(& A58>,8(.& .28.& 4+8>-& .0&
&\&
>+G+(>+($)+-&0(&0.2+,&A58>,8(.-"& &F2+-+&G+,-G+$.)*+-&$8(&7+&,+G,+-+(.+>&*)-5844/&7/&
>,8J)(C&8(&8,,0J& 1,06& .2+&A58>,8(.& .28.& )(10,6-&$06G+.).)*+&8GG,08$2& .2,05C2& .0&20J&





8(& 5(>+,-.8(>)(C& 01& .2+& 8$.584& G+,-G+$.)*+& 01& .2+& 1),6"& & H1& ).& >)11+,-& 1,06& .2+& -.8.+>&
-.,8.+C/%&+).2+,&-.,8.+C/&0,&.2+&)(.+,(84&H#dHF&+(*),0(6+(.&$8(&7+&60>)1)+>&.0&7+..+,&84)C(&
.2+&.J0%&+(-5,)(C&.28.&844&>)*)-)0(-&8,+&10440J)(C&.2+&-86+&*)-)0(&.0&.2+&-86+&+(>-"&
H(& $0($+,.& J).2& .2+& -.,8.+C)$& C,)>& 60>+4%& .2+& -.,8.+C)$& 84)C(6+(.& 60>+4& J)44& 7+&
8GG4)+>&)(&.2)-&8(84/-)-&)(&0,>+,&.0&>+>5$+&.2+&H#&-.,8.+C/&.28.&.2+&>+G8,.6+(.&8GG+8,-&.0&





?0,& 5-+,[18$)(C& .+$2(040C/%& 8GG4)$8.)0(& )(.+,18$+& >+-)C(& )-& 8(& )6G0,.8(.&
$0(-)>+,8.)0("& & H(& 8& 9:RT& +>).)0(& 01& 2)-& -+6)(84& R\XX& J0,K& ./%) 0%!'&*) +1) 23%#45$4)




J).2&8(&07=+$.& )(& .2+),&-G8$+"& &F2+/& .2+(&C0& .2,05C2&-.8C+-&01&G+,$+)*)(C%& )(.+,G,+.)(C%&
8(>&$06G8,)(C& .2+&$28(C+>&-.8.+&01& .2+&-G8$+& .0&J28.& .2+/&28>& )(.+(>+>& .2+),&C084& .0&
7+%& -5$2& 8-& )1& .2+& 4)C2.-& .5,(+>& 0(& 0,& (0."& &]2)4+& .2)-& )>+8& 01& .2+& 8$.)0(& $/$4+& )-& 18),4/&
87-.,8$.%&Z0,68(&-5CC+-.-&.28.&).&204>-&.,5+&10,&844&5-+,[07=+$.&)(.+,8$.)0(-"&&N+&,+84)M+>&




R"& B)-$0*+,87)4)./_& H.& )-& G0--)74+& .0& >+.+,6)(+& J28.& 8$.)0(-& 8,+& G0--)74+&
8(>&.2+&$5,,+(.&-.8.+&01&.2+&>+*)$+"&
9"&?++>78$K_&F2+,+&)-&1544&8(>&$0(.)(505-&)(10,68.)0(&8705.&.2+&,+-54.-&01&
8$.)0(-& 8(>& .2+& $5,,+(.& -.8.+& 01& .2+& G,0>5$.& 0,& -+,*)$+"& & E1.+,& 8(& 8$.)0(&
28-&7++(&+L+$5.+>%&).&)-&+8-/&.0&>+.+,6)(+&.2+&(+J&-.8.+"&
T"&30($+G.584&60>+4_& F2+& >+-)C(& G,0=+$.-& 844& .2+& )(10,68.)0(& (++>+>& .0&
$,+8.+&8&C00>&$0($+G.584&60>+4&01&.2+&-/-.+6%&4+8>)(C&.0&5(>+,-.8(>)(C&














+4+6+(.-& 01& C00>& >+-)C(& 8,+& 10440J+>%& .2+& 5-+,& )-&60,+& 4)K+4/& .0& G+,$+)*+& 8& G8,.)$548,&
8GG4)$8.)0(& 8-& 5-+,[1,)+(>4/& 8(>& )(.5).)*+"& & F2+-+& 4+*+4-& 01& 5-+,[1,)+(>4)(+--& 8(>&
)(.5).)*+(+--& 8,+& $0(-)>+,+>& 8-& 860(C& .2+& ,+48.)*+& -.,+(C.2-& 8(>& J+8K(+--+-& 01& .2+&
+L)-.)(C&>+G8,.6+(.84&8GG4)$8.)0(&G0,.104)0&8(>&G0.+(.)84&84.+,(8.)*+&-/-.+6-&8*8)4874+&10,&
5-+"&
E& $0($+G.& .28.& C0+-& -06+& J8/& )(& +LG48)()(C& J2/& 8& G8,.)$548,& 8GG4)$8.)0(&
+670>)+-& +4+6+(.-& 01& C00>& >+-)C(& )-& .28.& 01& (+#%) (+6,%"%*(%%& J2)$2& <,82848>& 8(>&
N86+4&`R\\:a&05.4)(+>&)(&.2+),&.2)(K)(C&8-&(0.&(+$+--8,)4/&7+)(C&.2+&-.,+(C.2&01&.2+&1),6&)(&
0(+&G8,.)$548,&G,0>5$.&0,&011+,)(C%&75.&8-&,+G,+-+(.+>&)(&.2+&)(-.).5.)0(84)M+>&4+8,()(C&8(>&
+LG+,.)-+& )(& 8& G8,.)$548,& 1)+4>& 0,& G,0$+--"& & F25-%& 0(+& J+44[>+-)C(+>%& 5-+,[1,)+(>4/&
8GG4)$8.)0(&>0+-&(0.&8&$0,+&$06G+.+($+&68K+%&75.&)(-.+8>&8&$0,+&$06G+.+($+&01&5-+,[
$+(.,)$& >+-)C(& )-& 68()1+-.& )(& +*+,/& G,0>5$."& & E& K+/& +4+6+(.& 01& 75-)(+--& -.,8.+C/& )-&
,+$0C().)0(&01& .2+&$0,+&$06G+.+($)+-&01& .2+&0,C8()M8.)0(%&J).2&05.-05,$)(C&01&(0([$0,+&
15($.)0(-&.0&60,+&$8G874+&-5GG4)+,-& .2+,+7/&8110,>)(C&.2+&1),6&8&C,+8.+,&10$5-&0(&>0)(C&
J28.& ).& >0+-& 7+-."& &]2+.2+,& -.,8.+C)$& 84)C(6+(.& )-& >),+$.+>& 7/& 8*8)4874+& .+$2(040C/& 0,&
75-)(+--&-.,8.+C/%&8$.)(C&0(&-.,8.+C)$&G48(-& .2,05C2& .+$2(040C/&8$A5)-).)0(&$8(&7+(+1).&
1,06& 8(& 5(>+,-.8(>)(C& 01& .2+& $0,+& $06G+.+($)+-& 01& .2+& 0,C8()M8.)0(& `F0,KK+4)& 8(>&
F506)(+(%&9::9a"&&F2)-&)(.,0-G+$.)*+&*)+J&2+4G-&.2+&1),6&$0(-)>+,&68K+[0,[75/&>+$)-)0(-&






H(& 2)-& R\XU& <2"B"& >)--+,.8.)0(%& B8*)-& G5.& 10,.2& 2)-& 0,)C)(84& F+$2(040C/&
E$$+G.8($+&D0>+4& `FEDa"& &F2)-& 1),-.&60>+4& )-&$06G,)-+>&01& 105,&$0(-.,5$.-_& g<+,$+)*+>&
I8-+& 01& '-+h%& g<+,$+)*+>& '-+154(+--h%& gE..).5>+& F0J8,>& '-)(Ch%& 8(>& gE$.584& #/-.+6&
&R9&
'-+h"& & ?,06& .2)-& -.8,.)(C& G0)(.%& J2+,+& 5-+,& G+,$+G.)0(-& )(10,6& 8(& )(>)*)>584e-& 8..).5>+&
.0J8,>& -/-.+6& 5-+%& B8*)-%& !8C0MM)%& 8(>&]8,-28J& `R\X\a& +L.+(>+>& .2+& FED& .2,05C2&
)($0,G0,8.)0(&01& .2+&8>>).)0(84&$0(-.,5$.& g!+28*)05,84& H(.+(.)0(& .0&'-+h&8-&G,0G0-+>&7/&
?)-27+)(& 8(>&E=M+(& 8-& G8,.& 01& .2+),& F2+0,/& 01&@+8-0(+>&E$.)0(&60>+4& `R\WUa"& & H(& .2+&
+L.+(>+>& FED%& 8& G0-).)*+& 0,& (+C8.)*+& 8..).5>+& .0J8,>& .+$2(040C/& 5-+& )(10,6-& .28.&
7+28*)05,84&)(.+(.)0(&.0&5-+%&4+8>)(C&.0&+).2+,&8$.584&-/-.+6&5-8C+&0,&8*0)>8($+"&










J2/& -06+& 8GG4)$8.)0(-& 28*+& C0(+& ,+48.)*+4/& 5(5-+>& )(& .2+& B+G8,.6+(.& 01& 32+6)-.,/"&&
?5,.2+,%& .2+& +L.+,(84& 18$.0,-& 1,06& FED& 9& J)44& 7+& 5-+>& )(& G,0G0-+>& $28(C+&




.2+&8GG4)$8.)0(&G0,.104)0& .28.&G,0*)>+-& .2+&C,+8.+-.&7+(+1).&G+,&5().&01&$0-."& &F2+/&J054>&
.2+(&5-+&.20-+&8GG4)$8.)0(-&,+C8,>4+--&.2+),&G+,$+G.)0(-&01&+8-+&01&5-+%&5-+154(+--%&8(>&







•& +LG+$.+>& 7+(+1).-& 1,06& $28(C+& 8,+& 4+--& .28(& G+,$+)*+>& -+8,$2& 8(>&
.,8(-).)0(&$0-.-&
•& 8--56G.)0(& .28.& .2+& ,+8-0()(C&01& 0.2+,-& )(& 8,,)*)(C&8.& .2+& $5,,+(.& -.8.5-&
A50&J8-&*84)>&8(>&J+44[$0(-)>+,+>%&-0&.2+,+&65-.&7+&(0&,+8-0(&.0&$28(C+&





•& +$0(06)$844/[),,8.)0(84& $0(-)>+,8.)0(& 01& G8-.& +LG+(>).5,+-& 0(& .2+& -.8.5-&
A50&`-5(K&$0-.&+11+$.a&
E-&J).2&FED%&.2+&$0($+G.-&01&-.8.5-&A50&7)8-&.2+0,/&J)44&7+&5-+>&.0&70.2&+LG48)(&
J2/& .2+&8GG4)$8.)0(&G0,.104)0&01& .2+&B+G8,.6+(.&01&32+6)-.,/&28-& ,+68)(+>&5($28(C+>&
10,&-0&40(C&8(>&20J&.2)-&)(+,.)8&$8(&7+&0*+,$06+&60*)(C&10,J8,>"&
H(&.2+&+*+(.&.28.&8(&0,C8()M8.)0(&>0+-&>+$)>+&0(&$28(C+&0*+,&-.8.5-&A50%&).&65-.&
7+& ,+6+67+,+>& .28.& 8(& 0,C8()M8.)0(& )-& $06G,)-+>& 01& )(>)*)>584-& J20& 68/& +8$2& 7+&
,+-)-.8(.&.0&$28(C+"&&#$2+)(&`R\\;a%&75)4>)(C&0(&.2+&G)0(++,)(C&J0,K&01&O5,.&P+J)(&)(&.2+&
1)+4>& 01& $28(C+& .2+0,/%& >+*+40G+>& 8(>& G,0G0-+>&J28.& 2+& $844+>& 8(& g5(G8$K)(Ch& 01& .2+&
-.8C+-& 01& $28(C+"& & N+& (0.+>& .28.& J2)4+& P+J)(& )>+(.)1)+>& g5(1,++M)(Ch%& g$28(C)(Ch%& 8(>&
&RY&




F2+& >)-$0(1),68.)0(& -.+G& )(& 5(1,++M)(C& )-& .2+& ,+$+)G.& 8(>& 8$$+G.8($+& 01& -06+&
)(10,68.)0(& .28.& .2+& $5,,+(.& -.8.+& )-& -06+20J& (0.& 0G.)684%& 8& -.+G& (0.+>& 7/&#$2+)(& 8-&
$,5$)84& -)($+&>)-$0(1),6)(C& )(10,68.)0(&$8(&7+&+8-)4/&>)-6)--+>%& )C(0,+>%&0,&7486+>&0(&
+L.+,(84&18$.0,-&7/&.2+&)(>)*)>584"&&S($+&).&)-&8$$+G.+>&.28.&.2+&$5,,+(.&-.8.+&)-&(0.&)>+84%&





+(05C2& .0& 0*+,$06+& .2)-& 8(L)+./"& & S($+& 8$$+G.)(C& .28.& $28(C+& )-& (+$+--8,/%& .2+&
)(>)*)>584&$8(&400K&.0&,04+&60>+4-&.28.&+L2)7).& .2+&>+-),+>&-.8.+&01&7+)(C"&& H(&8>>).)0(&.0&






]2)4+& 87-.,8$.& )(& .2+0,/%& #$2+)(& `9::9a& A50.+-& $8-+& -.5>/& -20J)(C& 20J& 8(&
5(>+,-.8(>)(C& 01& .2+& -.8C+-& 01& $28(C+& 8440J+>& 8&68(8C+,& .0& -600.24/& .,8(-).)0(& .0& 8&
(+J&HF&28,>J8,+&)(1,8-.,5$.5,+&J2+,+&0($+&.2+,+&28>&7++(&C,+8.&,+-)-.8($+&.0&$28(C+"&
328(C+& .2+0,/&J)44&7+&$0(-)>+,+>& )(& .2+& )6G4+6+(.8.)0(&-+$.)0(&01& .2)-&8(84/-)-&
-0& 8-& .0& $,81.& 8& G48(& 10,& .2+& B+G8,.6+(.& 01& 32+6)-.,/& .28.& 28-& .2+& 7+-.& $28($+& 01&
6++.)(C& J).2& -5$$+--"& & E& .+$2()$844/& -05(>& G48(& .28.& >0+-& (0.& ,+$+)*+& 75/[)(& 1,06&
6+67+,-&01&.2+&0,C8()M8.)0(&)-&60,+&4)K+4/&.28(&(0.&.0&1844&148.&0(&)6G4+6+(.8.)0("&
E60(C&68(/&68(8C+6+(.&G2)40-0G2)+-%& )($45>)(C&#)L&#)C68%&P+8(%& 8(>&EC)4+%&
4)+-&!5-)(+--&<,0$+--&D8(8C+6+(.& `!<Da"& &!<D& )-&8(&8GG,08$2& .28.& +6G28-)M+-&8(&
)(.,0-G+$.)*+& *)+J& 01& .2+& G,0$+--+-& .28.& >+4)*+,& *845+& .0& .2+& $5-.06+,&J).2& 8(& +/+& 0(&
$0(-.8(.4/& )6G,0*)(C& +11)$)+($/& .2,05C2& .2+& ,+8-0(+>& >+G40/6+(.& 01& .+$2(040C/"& "& H(&
0,>+,& .0& 68K+& -+(-+& 01& .2+& 6/,)8>& !<D& -5$$+--& 8(>& 18)45,+& -.0,)+-& $06)(C& 05.& 01&
)(>5-.,/%& F,K68(& `9:R:a& -05C2.& .0& >+1)(+& -06+& 01& J28.& 2+& G+,$+)*+>& .0& 7+& .2+&
.2+0,+.)$84&5(>+,G)(()(C-&01&.2+&!<D&60*+6+(."&&H(&>0)(C&-0%&2+&105(>&.28.&.2+&18$.0,-&
60-.& 01.+(& 8--0$)8.+>& J).2& -5$$+--154& !<D& G,0C,86-& $054>& 7+& $48--)1)+>& )(.0& 0(+& 01&
.2,++&7,08>+,&0,C8()M8.)0(84&.2+0,/&-G8$+-_&
•& 30(.)(C+($/& F2+0,/_& .2+,+& )-& (0& G+,1+$.& 0,C8()M8.)0(84& -.,5$.5,+%& 0(4/&
0G.)684& -./4+-& .28.& 8,+& $0(.)(C+(.& 0(& .2+& G8,.)$548,-& 01& .2+& $5,,+(.&
0G+,8.)(C&+(*),0(6+(.&
•& B/(86)$& 38G87)4).)+-_& G+,-)-.+(.& $06G+.).)*+& 8>*8(.8C+& >+G+(>-& 5G0(&





H(&8&$8-+&-.5>/&01&8&!<D&G,0C,86& )(& .2+&78(K)(C&-+$.0,%&F,K68(& )>+(.)1)+>& .2+&
G8,.)$548,&$,).)$84&-5$$+--&18$.0,-&01&.28.&-).58.)0(&8(>&-20J+>&.28.&.2+/&)(>++>&$054>&7+&
$48--)1)+>&8$$0,>)(C&.0&.2+&870*+&0,C8()M8.)0(84&.2+0,/&1,86+J0,K"&




F2)-& -+$.)0(& G,0*)>+-& 8(& 8(84/-)-& 01& .2+& +L.+,(84& +(*),0(6+(.& )(& J2)$2& .2+&
B+G8,.6+(.&01&32+6)-.,/&0G+,8.+-"&&]).2)(&.2+&2)+,8,$284&-.,5$.5,+&01&.2+&5()*+,-)./%&.2+&
B+G8,.6+(.&01&32+6)-.,/& )-&75.&0(+&01&+)C2.&8$8>+6)$&5().-& )(& .2+&?8$54./&01&#$)+($+%&
).-+41&75.&0(+&01&+)C2.&18$54.)+-&8.&#)60(&?,8-+,&'()*+,-)./"& & H(&8>>).)0(&.0&.2+&8$8>+6)$&
>+G8,.6+(.-&8(>& 18$54.)+-%& .2+,+&8,+&(56+,05-&0.2+,&0G+,8.)0(84&8(>&-5GG0,.&>)*)-)0(-&









!+10,+& 8(& 8(84/-)-& 01& .2+& 0G+,8.)0(-& 8(>& -/-.+6-& 5-+>& 8.& >)11+,+(.& >)*)-)0(-&
8$,0--& #?'%& ).& )-& )(-.,5$.)*+& .0& 400K& 05.-)>+& .2+& 5()*+,-)./& .0& .2+& 8GG4)$8.)0(-& 5-+>& 8.&




H(& .2+& D+.,0& V8($05*+,& 8,+8%& .2+,+& 8,+& 68(/& $0665()./& $044+C+-%& .+$2()$84&
-$2004-%&8,.&-$2004-%&$044+C+-%&8(>&5()*+,-).)+-"&&?,06&860(C&.2)-&J)>+&,8(C+&01&2)C2+,&
+>5$8.)0(& )(-.).5.)0(-%& .2+,+& 8,+& 1)*+& .28.& -28,+& +(05C2& C+0C,8G2)$& 8(>& $5,,)$548,&
-)6)48,).)+-& .0& 7+& $0(-)>+,+>& .0& 0G+,8.+& )(& .2+& -86+& -57-G8$+& 01& .2)-& -+$.0,& 8-& #?'_&
'!3%& OJ8(.4+(& <04/.+$2()$& '()*+,-)./%& 38G)48(0& '()*+,-)./%& B05C48-& 3044+C+%& 8(>&
P8(C8,8&3044+C+"&&F205C2&0(&.2+&-5,18$+&8(&8,7).,8,/&C,05G)(C&5((+$+--8,)4/&+L$45>)(C&
F,)()./& ]+-.+,(& '()*+,-)./%& !,).)-2& 304567)8& H(-.).5.+& 01& F+$2(040C/%& 8(>& 0.2+,&
8GG8,+(.4/&-)6)48,&)(-.).5.)0(-&)(&.2+&8,+8%&.2+,+&)-&+LG+,)+(.)844/&8(>&8(+$>0.844/&(0.+>&8&
-)C()1)$8(.& >+C,++& 01& -.5>+(.& 145L& 7+.J++(& .2+& 1)*+& -$2004-& -+4+$.+>"& & #.5>+(.-& 01.+(&
7+C)(& .2+),&-.5>)+-&8.&0(+&01& .2+&$044+C+-&8(>& .,8(-1+,& .0&8&5()*+,-)./& .0&$06G4+.+& .2+),&
>+C,++"& & S(& $06G4+.)0(& 01& .2+),& -.5>)+-& 8.& 0(+& 5()*+,-)./%& -.5>+(.-& 01.+(& 8GG4/& .0&










Institution Annual Enrolment SIS Provider CMS Provider 
SFU 29,591 Oracle PeopleSoft Canvas 
UBC 42,986 Developed in-house Blackboard 
KPU 19,000 SunGard Higher Education Blackboard 
Capilano University 7,000 Ellucian Moodle 
Douglas College 14,000 SunGard Higher Education Blackboard 
Langara College 20,615 Ellucian Desire2Learn 
]28.& .2+& 870*+& -5668,/& -20J-& )-& .28.& .2+,+& )-& 4)..4+& $0(-)-.+($/& )(& -.5>+(.&
)(10,68.)0(& -/-.+6& `#H#a& 0,& 3D#& -+4+$.)0(& 8$,0--& +*+(& .2+& -6844& -57-+.& 01& -$2004-&
)($45>+>& )(& .2)-&-.5>/"& &I8$2& )(-.).5.)0(&65-.&5(>+,.8K+&8(&8(84/-)-&01& .2+),&(++>-&8(>&
.2+&$0-.-&01&)6G4+6+(.8.)0(&.0&8,,)*+&8.&8&-5).874+&#H#&0,&3D#&>+$)-)0(j&.2+,+&)-&(0.&0(+&
$4+8,&68,K+.&4+8>+,&.28.&)-&-/(0(/605-&J).2&#H#&0,&3D#&)(&.2+&-86+&J8/&.2+&D)$,0-01.&
]0,>& )-&-/(0(/605-&J).2&J0,>&G,0$+--)(C"& &F2+& )(10,68.)0(&-/-.+6&-+4+$.)0(&G,0$+--&
10,&8&2)C2+,&+>5$8.)0(&)(-.).5.)0(&)-&8GG8,+(.4/&(0.&8-&-)6G4+&8.&)>+(.)1/)(C&7+-.&01&7,++>&
0,& 7+($268,K)(C& 8C8)(-.& .2+& $06G+.).)0("& & E(& )(-.).5.)0(& (++>-& .0& 400K& 8.& .2+& $5,,+(.&
8GG4)$8.)0(&G0,.104)0&8.&.2+&-$2004&.0&>+.+,6)(+&J28.&0.2+,&G0--)74+&)(-.8448.)0(-&8,+&+*+(&
$06G8.)74+%&-+(-)74+%&1+8-)74+%&0,&$0-.&+11+$.)*+"&&@+C8,>4+--%&.2+,+&)-&8&J)>+&-+4+$.)0(&01&
-01.J8,+& )(& 5-+& 40$844/& 8(>& 8& J)>+,& 8(84/-)-& /+.& 01& .2+& 38(8>)8(& 0,& Z0,.2& E6+,)$8(&




H(&0,>+,& .0&6++.& .2+&-.5>+(.& )(10,68.)0(%&2568(&$8G).84%& 1)(8($)84&68(8C+6+(.%&
8(>& 0.2+,& (++>-& 01& 844& 01& .2+& -.8K+204>+,-& 8.& .2+& 5()*+,-)./%& #?'& 28-& .2,++& 68)(&
+(.+,G,)-+&-/-.+6&)(-.8448.)0(-_&#HD#&`#.5>+(.&H(10,68.)0(&D8(8C+6+(.&#/-.+6a%&?HZ#&
`?)(8($)84& #+,*)$+-a%& 8(>&NE<& `N568(&@+-05,$+-a"& &B+G40/+>& )(& .2+& +8,4/& 9:::e-%& 844&




#HD#&8(>&NE<"& &F2)-& )-&75.&0(+&+L86G4+&01&20J& .2+&5()*+,-)./&0G+,8.)(C&+(*),0(6+(.&
$0(.)(5+-& .0& +*04*+%& )>+844/& -)C(844)(C& .0& 8$8>+6)$& 5().-& .2+& -.,0(C& (++>& .0& $0[+*04*+"&&
]2+,+& >+G8,.6+(.84& G,0$+--+-& >+G+(>& 0(& $0665()$8.)0(& J).2& 0(+& 01& .2+-+& .2,++&
$+(.,84& 5()*+,-)./& -/-.+6-%& >8.8& .,8(-1+,& )-& ./G)$844/& +11+$.+>& .2,05C2& 0(+& 01& .J0&
G8.2J8/-_& >),+$.& -/($2,0()M8.)0(& 10,& $5-.06& >8.878-+-& 0,& -28,+>& (+.J0,K& 104>+,-& 10,&
68(584& 1)4+& .,8(-1+,-"& & E5.068.+>& -/($2,0()M8.)0(& =07-& 8,+& -$2+>54+>& .0& ,5(& 8-&
1,+A5+(.4/& 8-& >8)4/& 10,& .)6+[-+(-).)*+& )(10,68.)0(%& -5$2& 8-& 10,& G,0*)-)0(& 01& 5G[.0[>8.+&
-.5>+(.&4)-.-&>5,)(C&.2+&145)>&+(,046+(.&G+,)0>&8.&.2+&7+C)(()(C&01&8&-+6+-.+,"&
F2+& 8(.+$+>+(.& .0& #HD#%& #HDSZ%& 28>& 8& 148.[1)4+& -.,5$.5,+& J).2& 4)6).+>&
15($.)0(84)./"&&!+)(C&-0&4)6).+>&)(&15($.)0(84)./%&#HDSZ&$054>&(0.&6++.&.2+&+*04*)(C&(++>-&
01& 8$8>+6)$& >+G8,.6+(.-%& -5$2& 8-& ,+A5),+6+(.-& 10,& C,8>+-& A5+,)+-& 10,& 844& -.5>+(.-&
+(,044+>& )(& 8& G8,.)$548,& G,0C,86"& & H(& 0,>+,& .0& 7+..+,&6++.& .2+),& 0J(& )(10,68.)0(&(++>-%&
-+*+,84& >+G8,.6+(.-& 5(>+,.00K& .2+& )([205-+&>+*+40G6+(.& 01& $5-.06&>8.878-+-"& &]).2&
.2+& ,04405.& 01&#HD#%&8&(+J&-5).+&01& 0(4)(+& ,+G0,.)(C&8(>&A5+,/& .004-& ,+(>+,+>&68(/&01&
.2+-+& >+G8,.6+(.84& >8.878-+-& ,+>5(>8(."& & ?8$#HD#& 8(>& D8,K-& B8.878-+%& .J0&
>8.878-+-&-.)44&)(&5-+&)(&.2+&B+G8,.6+(.&01&32+6)-.,/&`>+-$,)7+>&)(&>+.8)4&)(&-+$.)0(&Y"9a%&
G,0*)>+&8&*)*)>&+L86G4+&01& .2)-&,+>5(>8($/"&&]2+,+&.2+&140J&01&C,8>+-&)(10,68.)0(&J8-&
0($+& 5()>),+$.)0(84& 1,06& D8,K-& B8.878-+& .2,05C2& ?8$#HD#& .0& #HDSZ%& .2+& (+J&
8,,8(C+6+(.&J).2&,+C548,&78$K[-/($2,0()M8.)0(&1,06&#HD#&.0&?8$#HD#&+(-5,+-&.28.&.2+&
C,8>+-& )(10,68.)0(& )(&?8$#HD#& )-&5()A5+& 10,&0(4/&8&7,)+1&G+,)0>"& &F2)-&+*045.)0(&01& .2+&
C,8>+-& )(10,68.)0(&140J& )(& .2+&#HDSZ&8(>&#HD#&+,8-& )-&-20J(&)(&?)C5,+-&T"9&8(>&T"T"&&
F2)-&-5CC+-.-& .28.& .2+&+L.+,(84&0G+,8.)(C&+(*),0(6+(.&01& .2+&B+G8,.6+(.&01&32+6)-.,/&











G,0$5,+>& 8& 4)$+(-+& 10,& .2+& 8GG4)$8.)0(& F874+85%& 8& 60>+,(& 8GG4)$8.)0(& 8440J)(C& 10,& .2+&
C,8G2)$84& ,+G,+-+(.8.)0(& 01& >8.8& 1,06& 8& J)>+& *8,)+./& 01& >8.878-+& -05,$+-& `F874+85%&
9:R;a"&&F2+&>8.8&*)-584)M8.)0(&$8G87)4).)+-&01&.2)-&-/-.+6&8,+&4)6).+>&0(4/&7/&.2+&(567+,&
01& 1)+4>-& )(& .2+& -05,$+& >8.878-+& 8(>& .2+& 5-+,e-& )68C)(8.)0("& & F2+,+& )-& 8& >+>)$8.+>&
F874+85&-5GG0,.&.+86&8.&#?'%&>+>)$8.+>&.0&G,0C,866)(C&$0660(&A5+,)+-&8$$+--)74+&.0&
844& >+G8,.6+(.-"& & ?0,& +L86G4+%& 8& 2)-.0,)$84& C,8>+& >)-.,)75.)0(& A5+,/& $8(& 7+& C+(+,8.+>&
J).2& .2+& 7,+8>.2& 01& +*+,/& C,8>+& 8--)C(+>& )(& +*+,/& $05,-+& -)($+& .2+& 105(>)(C& 01& .2+&
5()*+,-)./"& &?)4.+,-&$8(&.2+(&7+&8GG4)+>& .0&(8,,0J&>)-G48/+>&,+-54.-&>0J(&.0&8&G8,.)$548,&
$05,-+&0*+,&8&C)*+(&.)6+&,8(C+%&8(>&15,.2+,&8-&,+A5+-.+>"& &<0J+,154&A5+,)+-&$8(&-20J&
.2+& C,8>+-& 10,& 8(& )(>)*)>584& -.5>+(.& )(& $48--+-& )(& 8& C)*+(& 18$54./%& 8& (+$+--)./& 10,& 8&
-$)+($+&$05,-+&C,8>+&G0)(.&8*+,8C+&`Q<Ea&68)(.+(8($+&G04)$/"&
?0,&.20-+&,+G0,.)(C&(++>-&.28.&$5,,+(.4/&$8((0.&7+&6+.&7/&.2+&$5,,+(.&+(.+,G,)-+&
-/-.+6-%& .2+,+& )-& 8& $28((+4& .2,05C2& J2)$2& ,+A5+-.-& $8(& 7+& 68>+& .0& 75)4>& 05.& (+J&
15($.)0(84).)+-&)(&.2+&S,8$4+&>8.878-+&)(.+,18$+-"&&F2+&+(.+,G,)-+&-/-.+6-&G,)0,)./&-+..)(C&
$066)..++& ,+$+)*+-& ,+A5+-.-%& $0(-)>+,-& .2+& ,+A5),+>& ,+-05,$+-& 8(>& G0.+(.)84& 40--+-& )1&
>+()+>%& 8(>& >+$)>+-& 0(& 1+8.5,+-& .0& >+*+40G& 5-)(C& .2+& S,8$4+& <+0G4+#01.& 8GG4)$8.)0(&
G,0C,866)(C& )(.+,18$+& 4)7,8,/"& & H(.+,*)+J-& J).2& 5()*+,-)./& >8.878-+& -5GG0,.& -.811& 28*+&
-5CC+-.+>&.28.&.2)-&1+8.5,+&,+A5+-.&G8.2J8/&)-&)(8$$+--)74+&10,&6)(0,&,+A5+-.-"&&F874+85&
)-&8&60,+&8C)4+&.004&.28(&.2+&S,8$4+&>8.878-+&G,0C,866)(C&)(.+,18$+&10,&4+*+,8C+&01&.2+&
>8.8& 8-& ).& $5,,+(.4/& +L)-.-"& &E-& -5$2%& .2+&>+*+40G6+(.& .)6+4)(+& $8(&7+&0(& .2+&0,>+,& 01&
J++K-& )(-.+8>&01&60(.2-&8(>& .2+&75-)(+--& $8-+&(++>&(0.& 7+&8-& $0(*)($)(C&C)*+(& .2+&
40J+,&>+68(>&10,&,+-05,$+-&)(&G,0C,866)(C&8&F874+85&A5+,/"&&H(.+,*)+J-&8(>&+L.+(>+>&
+68)4& $0665()$8.)0(&J).2& .2+&F874+85&C,05G&-20J& .28.& .2+/&8,+&+L.,+6+4/&J)44)(C&8(>&
874+&.0&C+(+,8.+&(+J&A5+,)+-&.0&7+&874+&.0&G,0*)>+&8-&65$2&*845+&8-&G0--)74+&.0&.2+&,+-.&
01&.2+&5()*+,-)./"&
E-& #HD#%& ?HZ#%& 8(>& NE<& 8,+& 844& $,).)$84& .0& .2+& -600.2& 0G+,8.)0(-& 01& .2+&
5()*+,-)./%&.2+-+&-/-.+6-&8,+&844&40$8.+>&0(&-+,*+,-&$0(.,044+>&7/&HF&#+,*)$+-"&&F2)-&4+*+4&
01&$0(.,04&8440J-&10,&654.)G4+&48/+,-&01&,+>5(>8($/&8(>&-+$5,)./&.0&7+&)(&G48$+&`$044+$.)*+4/&
$844+>& .2+& HF& ?),+J844a%& C58,8(.++)(C& .0& 8& 2)C2& >+C,++& .2+& )(.+C,)./& 01& 6)--)0([$,).)$84&
&9T&
>8.8"& & B+G8,.6+(.84& -28>0J& >8.878-+-& 8,+& 01.+(& 40$8.+>& 0(& -+,*+,-& 40$8.+>& )(& 8&
>+G8,.6+(.%&8(>&8-&-5$2&8,+&(0.&7+2)(>&.2+&HF&1),+J844"&
H.& )-&J).2)(&.2)-&J)>+,&#?'&+(*),0(6+(.& .28.&+*+,/&18$54./&0G+,8.+-"& &]2)4+&.2+,+&
8,+& $0660(& ,+A5),+6+(.-& 8$,0--& >+G8,.6+(.-%& -5$2& 8-& -576)..)(C& C,8>+-& .0& #.5>+(.&





Information System Administrative Functionality 
SIMS Student registration, course scheduling, grades 
submission and release 
FINS Teaching and research grants administration, purchase 
order generation, payroll, central university financial 
management 
HAP Human resources database 




01& 8GG,08$2+-& 8$,0--& .2+& 18$54./%& 8-& -5668,)M+>& )(& F874+& T"T%& -5CC+-.& .28.& .2+,+& )-&
C,+8.&0GG0,.5()./& 10,&+8$2&>+G8,.6+(.& .0& 4+8,(& 1,06& .2+& ,+-."& &F2+&J204+& 18$54./&J054>&
7+(+1).&1,06&$0(.)(5+>&>)-$5--)0(&60*)(C&G8-.&8&,+$0C().)0(&01&.2+&G8,.)$548,&8GG4)$8.)0(-&
5-+>& )(& +8$2& >+G8,.6+(.& .0& 8& 60,+& .20,05C2& 5(>+,-.8(>)(C& 01& .2+& >+G8,.6+(.84&
75-)(+--&G,0$+--+-&.2+-+&8GG4)$8.)0(-&-5GG0,."&&E&>++G+,&>)-$5--)0(&0(&.2+&G8,.)$548,-&
01&+8$2&>+G8,.6+(.&8(>&)(10,68.)0(&0(&5()A5+&-/-.+6-&)-&G,0*)>+>&)(&EGG+(>)L&!"&&H.&)-&
)6G0,.8(.& .0& (0.+& .28.& $48--& -)M+-& )(& 0.2+,& >+G8,.6+(.-& 8,+& -)6)48,& .0& .20-+& )(& .2+&














LON-CAPA Marks Database, 
FacSIMS, Canvas, 
SIMS 
Biology FileMaker Canvas n/a Canvas, SIMS 
Physics FacSIMS, 
FileMaker 










Canvas n/a Canvas, SIMS 
Earth Sciences FacSIMS, 
FileMaker 
Canvas n/a Canvas, SIMS 
MBB FileMaker Canvas n/a Canvas, SIMS 
Statistics FacSIMS, 
FileMaker 
Canvas, CourSys n/a Canvas, CourSys, 
SIMS 
E4.205C2& .2+&-57=+$.&68..+,& .85C2.& )(&+8$2&>+G8,.6+(.&*8,)+-&J)>+4/%& .2+,+& )-&8&
,+68,K874+& $0(-)-.+($/& )(& .2+& 8$$+G.8($+& 01& 38(*8-%& ,+=+$.)0(& 01& PSZ[3E<E%& 8(>&




F2+& B+8(e-& S11)$+& 28-& 8--56+>& 0J(+,-2)G& 8(>& 68>+& 8*8)4874+& .0& 844&
>+G8,.6+(.-& )(& .2+& ?8$54./& 01& #$)+($+& .2+& >8.878-+& 0,)C)(844/& >+*+40G+>& )(& .2+&
B+G8,.6+(.& 01& 32+6)-.,/%& ?8$#HD#"& & F2+& ,8.)0(84+& 7+2)(>& .2)-& .,8(-).)0(& 1,06& 8&
>+G8,.6+(.84&.0&8&18$54./&8GG4)$8.)0(& )-&.0&7+&874+&.0&G,0*)>+&+*+,/&>+G8,.6+(.&J).2&.2+&
,+-05,$+-& (+$+--8,/& .0& -.,+864)(+& +*+,/>8/& 8$.)*).)+-"& & F2+& 1),-.& >+G8,.6+(.-& 5-)(C&




S11)$+"& &D5$2&01& .2+& 5(>+,-.8(>)(C& 01& .2+& 0G+,8.)0(& 01& ?8$#HD#& )(& .2+&B+G8,.6+(.& 01&
&9U&
32+6)-.,/& 8(>& 8$,0--& .2+& ?8$54./& 01& #$)+($+&J8-& C8)(+>& .2,05C2& )(.+,*)+J-&J).2& .2)-&
>+*+40G+,"&&F2)-&>+*+40G+,&)-&84-0&J0,K)(C&0(&C+(+,8.)(C&8&-+.&01&5-+,&>0$56+(.8.)0(%&8-&
)(1,+A5+(.&5-+,-&01.+(&,+A5),+&,+.,8)()(C&+*+,/&.)6+&.2+/&,+*)-).&?8$#HD#"&&#06+&*0)$+>&
5(28GG)(+--& 860(C& 5-+,-& 28-& 4+>& .0& 5GC,8>+-& 8(>& 1+8.5,+& >+*+40G6+(.%& .205C2& .2)-&
28-& G,0*+(& 8& 40(C& G,0$+--&J).2& -06+& 1+8.5,+-& (0.& /+.& 1544/& >+G40/+>& 81.+,& .J0& /+8,-e&
J0,K"&&E&?8$#HD#&>85C2.+,&>8.878-+%&D8,K-&B8.878-+%&)-&5-+>&0(4/&)(&.2+&B+G8,.6+(.&
01&32+6)-.,/"& & H.& 28-&G,0*+(& .0&7+&65$2&60,+& G,074+68.)$&8(>& ,+G4+.+&J).2&75C-& .28(&
?8$#HD#%&8(>&J)44&,+A5),+&A5).+&-06+&.)6+&10,&.2+&>+*+40G+,&.0&,8.)0(84)M+&8(>&$4+8(&5G"&
E& 6)L& 01& 5()*+,-)./& $54.5,+& 8(>& G04).)$-& 28-& 4+>& .0& *8,)+C8.+>& ?8$#HD#&
8$$+G.8($+&8$,0--&.2+&?8$54./&01&#$)+($+"&&?0,&+L86G4+%&.2+&B+G8,.6+(.&01&!)040C/&28-&
$20-+(& .0& $0(.)(5+& 5-+& 01& .2+),& 0J(& -/-.+6-& )(-.+8>& 01& 8>0G.)(C& ?8$#HD#"& & H(& -06+&
$8-+-%& .2)-& 28-& 4+>& .0& 8(& )(.+,>+G+(>+($/& 01& >)11+,+(.& -/-.+6-& 8$,0--& >)11+,+(.&




01& 32+6)-.,/& 5-+& .2+& 5()*+,-)./[-5GG0,.+>& 3D#%& 38(*8-%& 8-& .2+),& G,)($)G84& $05,-+&
68(8C+6+(.&8(>&C,8>+& .,8$K)(C& .004"& &F2+,+& )-&8460-.&5()*+,-84& 18$54./&8$$+G.8($+&01&
38(*8-&Q,8>+700K%&8&.004&10,&)(-.,5$.0,-&.0&,+$0,>&8(>&G0-.&68,K-&)(&8&>+.8)4+>&,57,)$&10,&
+8$2& 8--)C(6+(.& 0,& +L86"& & H(& C+(+,8.)(C& .2+-+& ,57,)$-%& )(-.,5$.0,-& 84-0& +(.+,& 8&
J+)C2.)(C&10,&+8$2&$06G0(+(.&.0&85.068.)$844/&C+(+,8.+&8&1)(84&G+,$+(.&C,8>+&8.&.2+&+(>&
01&.2+&-+6+-.+,"&&E1.+,&+LG0,.&.0&IL$+4&10,&>+.+,6)(8.)0(&01& 4+..+,&C,8>+&G+,$+(.8C+&$5.[
011-%& C,8>+-& )(10,68.)0(& )-&6+,C+>& )(.0& 8& $48--& ,+C)-.,8.)0(& 4)-.& C+(+,8.+>& 7/&#HD#& 10,&
-576)--)0(& 01& 1)(84& C,8>+-& .0& #.5>+(.& #+,*)$+-"& & 306G8,+>& J).2& 8(& 85.068.+>& 4+..+,&
C,8>+& 8--)C(6+(.& -$,)G.& 8-& 105(>& )(&D8,K-& B8.878-+%& .2)-&68(584& G,0$+--& 8440J-& 10,&
)(-.,5$.0,& $0(-)>+,8.)0(& 8(>& ,+J8,>& 01& 8& -.5>+(.-e& )6G,0*)(C& G+,10,68($+& 0*+,& .2+&
$05,-+& 01& .2+& -+6+-.+,"& & S(& 5G408>)(C& .2+& $48--& 4)-.& G0G548.+>& J).2& 1)(84& C,8>+-%& .2+&
)(-.,5$.0,& $4)$K-& 8& 75..0(& .0& C+(+,8.+& 8& (0.)1)$8.)0(& 10,& .2+& >+G8,.6+(.& 328),& `0,&
>+-)C(8.+a&.28.&C,8>+-&8,+&,+8>/&10,&8GG,0*84"&&F2+&C,8>+-&8GG,0*84&G8C+&G,+-+(.-&.2+&
328),&J).2& 8& 2)-.0C,86& -20J)(C& .2+& 4+..+,& C,8>+& >)-.,)75.)0(& 8-& -576)..+>%& 8440J)(C& 10,&
&9;&
$0(-)>+,8.)0(&8(>&A5+-.)0()(C&01& )(-.,5$.0,& ,8.)0(84+& )(&8--)C()(C&C,8>+-"& &S(&8GG,0*84&






F2+& B+G8,.6+(.& 01& !)040C/& 28-& 10,& 68(/& /+8,-& 5-+>& ?)4+D8K+,%& 8& G,0G,)+.8,/&
J+7& 8GG& 8(>& >8.878-+& >+*+40G6+(.& G48.10,6& `?)4+D8K+,%& 9:R;a& .0& >+-)C(& 8& -+,)+-& 01&
J+7&G0,.84-& 10,& 18$)4).8.)0(&01&(56+,05-&8>6)()-.,8.)*+& .8-K-"& &E-&G,+*)05-4/&6+(.)0(+>%&
654.)G4+&>+G8,.6+(.-& )(& .2+& 18$54./&>+G+(>&0(& .2+&FE&8(>&@E&0(4)(+&8GG4)$8.)0(&G0,.84&
&9W&
20-.+>& 0(& .2+& !)040C/& ?)4+D8K+,& -+,*+,"& & !+$85-+& .2+-+& >+G8,.6+(.-& `)($45>)(C&
32+6)-.,/a&5-+&?8$#HD#&10,&8>6)()-.,8.)*+&.8-K-%&.2+&FE&8(>&@E&8GG4)$8.)0(&>8.8&1,06&
?)4+D8K+,& 65-.& 7+& -57-+A5+(.4/& 68(5844/& +(.+,+>& )(.0& ?8$#HD#& 10,& .2+& 8GG4)$8.)0(&
8--+--6+(.&G,0$+--"&&F2+&A5+-.)0(&,+68)(-&0(&)1&.2+&G0G548,)./&01&?)4+D8K+,&-.+6-&1,06&




8.& #?'& )-& K(0J(& .0& 5-+& PSZ[3E<E%& 8& -/-.+6& G,0*)>)(C& 10,& 0(4)(+& 206+J0,K&
8--)C(6+(.-& 8(>& )(-.,5$.)0(84& $0(.+(.& 8$$+--& 7/& -.5>+(.-"& & N0J+*+,%& 8-& 28-& 7++(&
,+G0,.+>&)(&32+6)-.,/%&D8.2+68.)$-&)(-.,5$.0,-&-8/&.2+&-/-.+6&)-&*+,/&65$2&>+-G)-+>&7/&
.2+& *+,/& -.5>+(.-& J20& 65-.& 5-+& )."& & ?0,& (56+,)$& 8(-J+,& G,074+6-%& PSZ[3E<E& 68/&
>+68(>&)(G5.&01&8&G,+$)-+&*845+&.28.&>)11+,-&1,06&J28.&8&-.5>+(.&)-&.,/)(C&.0&+(.+,%&0J)(C&
.0& ,05(>)(C& >)11+,+($+-& 0,& (567+,& 01& >+$)684& G48$+-& -20J("& & ?0,& 84C+7,8)$& 8(-J+,-%&
)(-.,5$.0,-&8,+&1,5-.,8.+>&.28.&.2+&-/-.+6&$8((0.&>)-.)(C5)-2&7+.J++(&40C)$844/&+A5)*84+(.&
8(-J+,-& -5$2& 8-& g8& k& 7h& 8(>& g[`7& k& 8ah%& (+*+,& 6)(>& 8(/.2)(C& 60,+& $06G4)$8.+>"&&
306G48)(.-&1)+4>+>&7/&)(-.,5$.0,-&)($45>+&.2+&18$.&.28.&.2+&-/-.+6&)-&(0.&-$84874+%&).&28-&8&
>8.+>& 8GG+8,8($+%& 8(>& .28.& 1,5-.,8.)0(& J).2& .2+& 870*+& 8(-J+,& G,+$)-)0(& $8(& G5-2&
-.5>+(.-& .0&-20,.$5.& .2+),& 4+8,()(C%& 10,& )(-.8($+&7/&+(.+,)(C& .2+&A5+-.)0(&8.&28(>& )(.0&8&
J+7& -+,*)$+& -5$2& 8-& ]041,86lE4G28& .0& 1)(>& .2+& $0,,+$.& 8(-J+,"& & F2+,+& )-& 4)..4+&
>+G8,.6+(.84& -5GG0,.& 10,& PSZ[3E<E& )(& D8.2+68.)$-%& J).2& 0(4/& 8& -6844& -57-+.& 01&
)(-.,5$.0,-&5-)(C&.2+&-/-.+6&8(>&8&,+G0,.+>&68=0,)./&8,C5)(C&)(&18*05,&01&>)-$0(.)(58.)0("&&
F2)-& 4)6).+>&5-+&G,01)4+&8(>&2)C2&(+C8.)*+&G+,$+G.)0(&-5CC+-.-& .28.&PSZ[3E<E& )-&*+,/&
4)K+4/&)(&.2+&6)>-.&01%&0,&J+44&G8-.%&.2+&G0)(.&01&>+$4)(+&0(&.2+&G,0>5$.&$/$4+"&
TLTLSL" 4%%);*'(;0"5,-'01-"
S*+,& .2+&G8-.& 1+J&-+6+-.+,-%&8(& )(-.,5$.0,& )(&D8.2+68.)$-&28-&7++(& .,)84)(C&8(&
)((0*8.)*+& +L86& 68,K)(C& G48.10,6& $844+>& 3,0J>68,K"& H.& )-& 8& .004& 8440J)(C& 10,& (+8,[
85.068.+>& 5G408>& 01& G,)(.+>& +L86-& .0& 8(& 0(4)(+& G0,.84%& G,0*)>)(C& G,0*)>)(C& 8&




$0>+& 8(>& -0& 8--0$)8.+& +8$2& G8C+& 01& 8& G8,.)$548,& 700K4+.& J).2& .2+& ,+.5,()(C& -.5>+(."&&
H(-.,5$.0,-& $8(& .2+(& 8--)C(& 68,K)(C& ,+-G0(-)7)4).)+-& 7/& G8C+%& A5+-.)0(& (567+,%& 0,&
1,8$.)0(&01&.2+&-.5>+(.-&)(&.2+&$48--"&&E1.+,&$044870,8.)*+&68,K)(C%&1544&38(*8-&)(.+C,8.)0(&
8440J-& 10,& 68,K-& .0& 7+& 85.068.)$844/& +(.+,+>& )(.0& Q,8>+700K%& -G8,)(C& 8& $,0--[-/-.+6&
>8.8&.,8(-48.)0(&-.+G"&
S(+& >+1)().+& 7+(+1).& 01& .2)-& -/-.+6& )-& .28.& -.5>+(.-& $8(& 0(4/& *)+J& .2+),&68,K+>&
+L86& 0(4)(+%& G,+*+(.)(C& $8-+-& J2+,+& G2/-)$844/& 68,K+>& 8(>& ,+.5,(+>& +L86-& 8,+&
-5,,+G.).)05-4/& 60>)1)+>& 7/& .2+& -.5>+(.%& 10440J+>& 7/& 8& ,+A5+-.& .0& 68,K& ).& 8C8)("& & H(&
)(.+,*)+J-& ).& J8-& ,+G0,.+>& .28.& 3,0J>68,K& 28-& ,+>5$+>& .2+-+& ,+[C,8>)(C& ,+A5+-.-& )(&
D8.2+68.)$-&7/&8GG,0L)68.+4/&X:m"&&E.&.2+&606+(.%&).&)-&0(4/&7+)(C&.+-.+>&0(&8&4)6).+>&
78-)-%& ,+G0,.+>4/& $0-.)(C& 0(& .2+& 0,>+,& 01& nR::%:::& 10,& 8(& 8((584& )(-.).5.)0(84& 4)$+(-+"&&
F2+&B+G8,.6+(.&01&32+6)-.,/&$054>&+L2)7).& ,+84&0G.)0(-& .2)(K)(C&7/&,+8$2)(C&05.& .0& .2+&
3,0J>68,K&$286G)0(&)(&D8.2+68.)$-&)(&0,>+,&.0&+-.874)-2&8&J0,K)(C&,+48.)0(-2)G"&&H1&.2)-&
-/-.+6&$8(&7+&5-+>&7/&.2+&B+G8,.6+(.&01&32+6)-.,/&0(&8&.,)84&78-)-&8.&(0&$0-.%&.2+,+&)-&















$0(.+(.%& -.5>+(.& +*8458.)0(& *)8& 0(4)(+& A5)MM+-%& 2)C2[-G++>& +L86& 68,K)(C%& -.5>+(.&
C,8>+-& .,8$K)(C%& 8(>& 8& 6+8(-& 01& +4+$.,0()$844/& -576)..)(C& 1)(84& C,8>+-& .0& #.5>+(.&
#+,*)$+-"&
F2+&$48--)$84&)(-.,5$.)0(&01&-.5>+(.-&)(&8&10,684&4+$.5,+&-+..)(C&28-&$28(C+>&4)..4+&
0*+,& .2+& G8-.& >+$8>+-"& & #.5>+(.-& 8,+& +LG+$.+>& .0& 8..+(>& 4+$.5,+-& 8(>& $06G4+.+& 844&
A5)MM+-%&6)>.+,6-%&8(>&+L86-"& &P870,8.0,/&-+--)0(-&8,+&,+A5),+>& 10,&-.5>+(.-& .0& 4+8,(&
8(>&G,8$.)$+&.2+&-G+$)84)M+>&-K)44-&,+A5),+>&01&8&$2+6)-."&&]2)4+&.2+&870*+[>+-$,)7+>&HF&
,+A5),+6+(.-&8,+& .2+& -86+& 10,& 4+$.5,+&8(>& 4870,8.0,/& $06G0(+(.-%& .2+&0(4)(+& -.5>+(.[
18$)(C&-/-.+6-&8,+&+11+$.)*+4/&4+--&$0(-+A5+(.)84&10,&4+$.5,+-"&&#.5>+(.-&8..+(>&0(+&105,[
205,&40(C&4870,8.0,/&-+--)0(&0($+&+*+,/&0(+&0,&.J0&J++K-%&>+G+(>)(C&0(&.2+&$05,-+"&&H1&
-.5>+(.-& 8,+& (0.& 874+& 8$$+--& 0(4)(+& 68.+,)84-& .0& G,+G8,+& .2+6-+4*+-& 10,& .2+& $06)(C&
4870,8.0,/&-+--)0(%&.2+/&68/&(0.&1544/&5(>+,-.8(>&J28.&.2+/&8,+&-5GG0-+>&.0&>0&8(>&-0&




,+A5),+6+(.-& 10,& +(.,/& 8(>& .,8$K)(C& 01& -.5>+(.& C,8>+-& 0*+,& .2+& $05,-+& 01& 8& -+6+-.+,"&&
F2+,+& )-& 8& $0660(& (++>& 10,& 844& 8$8>+6)$& 5().-& 8.& .2+& 5()*+,-)./& .0& 28*+& )(& G48$+& 8&
-/-.+6&10,&-576)--)0(&01&1)(84&C,8>+-&.2,05C2&8(&0(4)(+&G0,.84&.0&#.5>+(.&#+,*)$+-"&
F2+,+& 8,+& .J0& 8($)448,/& -/-.+6-& .28.& 8,+& $0(-)>+,+>& 05.& 01& -$0G+& 10,& .2)-&
8(84/-)-_&P87<,0&8(>&)34)$K+,"&&]2)4+&.2+-+&-/-.+6-&8,+&$,).)$84&.0&.2+&>+4)*+,/&01&$05,-+&
$0(.+(.& .0& -.5>+(.-%& .2+/& +).2+,& >0& (0.& -+,*+& 8& >),+$.& 15($.)0(& )(& .2+& +*8458.)0(& 01&
-.5>+(.-& 0,& 8,+& 0(4/& 8& 6)(0,& $06G0(+(.& 01& .2+& C,8>+%& 68)(4/& .0& G,060.+& 4+$.5,+&
8..+(>8($+"&
VL>L" #$%&'()%*+"4%2)31*'()%"5,-'01-"
F2+,+& 8,+& -)L& 68)(& )(10,68.)0(& -/-.+6-& +6G40/+>& 7/& .2+& B+G8,.6+(.& 01&
32+6)-.,/& 10,& .2+& 15($.)0(-&01& -.5>+(.& +*8458.)0(%&C,8>+& .,8$K)(C%& 8(>&C,8>+& ,+G0,.)(C"&&
F2)-& -+$.)0(& G,+-+(.-& 8(& 0*+,*)+J& 01& +8$2& -/-.+6& 8(>& .2+& 15($.)0(& -+,*+>& )(& .2+&
>+G8,.6+(."&
VL>L@L" #*&54B5"
H(& R\\;%& .2+& 328),& 01& .2+& B+G8,.6+(.& 01& 32+6)-.,/& $067)(+>& 8& $044+$.)0(& 01&
-6844+,& >8.878-+& .004-& .28.& .2+/& 28>& G,+*)05-4/& >+*+40G+>& )(.0& .2+& ?8$54./& #.5>+(.&
H(10,68.)0(&D8(8C+6+(.& #/-.+6& `?8$#HD#a"& & S*+,& .2+& )(.+,*+()(C& .J+(./& /+8,-%& .2)-&
$067)(+>&>8.878-+&28-&7++(&$0(.)(5844/&60>)1)+>&8(>&-6844& 15($.)0(84).)+-&28*+&7++(&
8>>+>& .0& 6++.& .2+& C,0J)(C& (++>-& 01& .2+& >+G8,.6+(."& & F2+& $0,+& -/-.+6& ,+68)(-& 8&
-.,5$.5,+>& A5+,/& 48(C58C+& `#bPa& ,+48.)0(84& >8.878-+%& 0(+& 01& 860(C& 68(/& )(>5-.,/&
-.8(>8,>& >8.878-+& 10,68.-"& & F2+,+& 8,+& 105,& $+(.,84& 15($.)0(-& .28.& ?8$#HD#& $5,,+(.4/&
-+,*+-& )(& .2+& >+G8,.6+(._& -.5>+(.& C,8>+& .,8$K)(C%& )(-.,5$.0,& 8--)C(6+(.-%& FE& 8(>& @E&
8--)C(6+(.-%& 8(>& ,+-+8,$2& C,8(.-& .,8$K)(C"& & F2+-+& 105,& 15($.)0(-& ,+A5),+& )6G0,.& 8(>&










B8.878-+%& 10,& 5-+& 7/& )(-.,5$.0,-& )(& +(.+,)(C& 8(>& .,8$K)(C& C,8>+-& 0*+,& .2+& $05,-+& 01& 8&
-+6+-.+,"&&E1.+,&844&C,8>+-&28*+&7++(&+(.+,+>&)(.0&D8,K-&B8.878-+%&8(&)(.+,(84&-$,)G.&)-&
,5(& .0& 85.068.)$844/& C+(+,8.+& 8(& cP#& 1)4+& J).2& 1)(84& C,8>+-& 10,& )6G0,.& )(.0& ?8$#HD#&
J2+,+& 8& 2)-.0C,86& 15($.)0(& 8440J-& >+G8,.6+(.& 8>6)()-.,8.)0(& .0& $06G8,+& .2+& C,8>+-&
>)-.,)75.)0(&10,&8&$05,-+&)(&.2+&$5,,+(.&-+6+-.+,&.0&.2+&2)-.0,)$84&(0,6"&&S($+&.2+&328),&01&
.2+& >+G8,.6+(.& C,8(.-& 1)(84& 8GG,0*84& 10,& C,8>+-& .0& 7+& ,+4+8-+>%& 8(& cP#& +LG0,.& 1)4+& )-&
C+(+,8.+>&)(&?8$#HD#&8(>&$0G)+>&.0&8&.,8(-1+,&104>+,&10,&)6G0,.&7/&#.5>+(.&#+,*)$+-&)(.0&
#HD#"&&F2+&G,0$+--&140J&10,&.2+&C,8>+-&-576)--)0(&G,0$+--&10440J+>&7/&.2+&B+G8,.6+(.&
01&32+6)-.,/& )-& -20J(& )(&?)C5,+&Y"R"& &Z0.+& .28.& )(& .2)-&G,0$+--%& G,)(.+>&28,>&$0G)+-&01&







?0,& 8>6)()-.,8.)*+& G5,G0-+-%& ?8$#HD#& 28-& 2568(& ,+-05,$+& .,8$K)(C& 8(>&
8440$8.)0(& 15($.)0(-"& & H.& )-& )(.+(>+>& .0& 7+& 5-+>& 8-& 8& $+(.,84& ,+G0-).0,/& 01& G+,-0((+4&
)(10,68.)0(& 10,& 18$54./%& -.811%& 8(>& C,8>58.+& -.5>+(.-& )(& .2+& >+G8,.6+(."& & H(& 8>>).)0(& .0&
$0(.8$.& )(10,68.)0(& 8(>& 8>>,+--+-%& .2+& .+8$2)(C& 8--)C(6+(.-& 10,& )(-.,5$.0,-& +8$2&
-+6+-.+,& 8,+& ,+$0,>+>"& & ]2+(& .2+& >+G8,.6+(.& 8>6)()-.,8.)0(& )-& G48(()(C& $05,-+&
8--)C(6+(.-&10,&5G$06)(C&-+6+-.+,-%&.2)-&2)-.0,)$84&>8.8&)-&5-+154&10,&>+.+,6)()(C&J2)$2&
)(-.,5$.0,-& 28*+& +LG+,)+($+& )(& .+8$2)(C& 8& G8,.)$548,& $05,-+& 0,& 10,& .,8$K)(C& J2+(& 8(&
)(-.,5$.0,& 0,& 18$54./& 6+67+,& )-& -$2+>54+>& 10,& 8& >+*+40G6+(.%& ,+-+8,$2%& 0,& -8778.)$84&
-+6+-.+,"&
F0& -)6)48,& 8>6)()-.,8.)*+& +(>-%& ?8$#HD#& )-& 5-+>& )(& FE& 8(>& @E& 8GG0)(.6+(.-"&&
F2+&>+G8,.6+(.&$5,,+(.4/&,+4)+-&0(&/+.&8(0.2+,&$,0--[-/-.+6&G,0$+--%&0J)(C&.0&.2+&18$.&
.28.& .2+,+& 8,+& (0& 10,& 0(4)(+& 8GG4)$8.)0(-& 10,6-& 8*8)4874+& 10,& ?8$#HD#%& 0(4/& 10,& .2+&
!)040C/[20-.+>& ?)4+D8K+,& -/-.+6"& & B8.8& 1,06& $06G4+.+>& 0(4)(+& 8GG4)$8.)0(-& 1,06&
?)4+D8K+,&)-&68(5844/&$067)(+>&)(&IL$+4&J).2&C,8>58.+&-.5>+(.&$8,++,&)(10,68.)0(&1,06&














1,06&?8$#HD#"& &D8,K-&B8.878-+&J8-& )(.+(>+>& .0& 7+& 5-+>& 8-& .2+& G,)($)G84& )(-.,5$.0,[
18$)(C& $48--,006&68(8C+6+(.& .004%& G,0*)>)(C& 10,& C+(+,8.)0(& 01& $48--& ,+C)-.,8.)0(& 4)-.-&
8(>&8$.)(C&8-&8&C,8>+-&+(.,/&.004"&&?0,&4870,8.0,/&.+$2()$)8(-%&.2+&G,)($)G84&5-+&01&D8,K-&
B8.878-+& )-& .0& C+(+,8.+& 4870,8.0,/& -G8$+& 8--)C(6+(.& $28,.-& 8(>& (86+.8C& 487+4-& 10,&
-.5>+(.-&.0&8..8$2&.0&.2+),&487&68(584&8(>&,+G0,.&-2++.-"&&D8,K-&B8.878-+&)-&68)(4/&5-+>&
10,&2)C2[+(,046+(.&$48--+-&-5$2&8-&1),-.&/+8,&)(.,0>5$.0,/&$2+6)-.,/&$05,-+-"&
E.& .2+&8>*+(.&01& .2+&-+6+-.+,%& .2+&>+*+40G+,&8.& .2+&B+8(e-&S11)$+&,5(-&8&D8,K-&
B8.878-+&-$,)G.&>8)4/& 10,& .2+& 1),-.& 1+J&J++K-& .0&A5+,/&?8$#HD#& 10,&5G>8.+>&$48--& 4)-.-%&
?8$#HD#& ).-+41& 7+)(C&-/($2,0()M+>&J).2&#HD#&>8)4/"& &]2)4+& .2)-&G0G548.)0(&01& -.8(>8,>&
$05,-+& .+6G48.+-&J).2& $48--& 4)-.-& )-& C00>&+(05C2& .0& ,+8>/&D8,K-&B8.878-+& 10,& 4+$.5,+&
5-+%& 10,& 4870,8.0,/& $06G0(+(.-& .2+,+& 8,+& 8>>).)0(84& -.+G-& ,+A5),+>"& & E& 4870,8.0,/&
.+$2()$)8(&65-.&68K+&7+($2& -G8$+&8--)C(6+(.-&8(>&J++K4/& G,)(.& .2+& 810,+6+(.)0(+>&
)>+(.)1)$8.)0(& 487+4-"& &#+*+,84&0.2+,&-+8.)(C&8--)C(6+(.& 10,6-&8,+&84-0&G,)(.+>&>8)4/& 10,&
.2+& 1),-.& 1+J& J++K-& 01& .2+& (+J& -+6+-.+,& >5,)(C& J2)$2& ,+C)-.,8.)0(& )-& ,+48.)*+4/& 145)>"&&
!+.J++(&+(-5,)(C& .28.& $48--& 4)-.-&8,+&5G& .0&>8.+%& C+(+,8.)(C& 487+4& -2++.-%& 8(>&G,)(.)(C&
(+J&-+8.)(C&$28,.-%&.+$2()$)8(-&-2054>&87-045.+4/&7+&874+&.0&>+G+(>&0(&D8,K-&B8.878-+&
7+)(C& -.874+& 8(>& 8*8)4874+"& & E.& .2+& +(>& 01& .2+& -+6+-.+,%& 81.+,& 844& C,8>+-& 28*+& 7++(&
+(.+,+>& )(.0& .2+&-/-.+6%&8& -$,)G.& )-& ,5(& .0&85.068.)$844/&8--)C(& 4+..+,&C,8>+-&78-+>&0(&






1,06&>+$)>)(C& .0&-).& .0C+.2+,& .0&-28,+&8(-J+,-"& & H(&8>>).)0(& .0& .2+&-+8.)(C&$28,.%&D8,K-&
B8.878-+& C+(+,8.+-& 8& -)C([)(& -2++."& & ]2+(& #$8(.,0(& 8(-J+,& -2++.-& 8,+& 5-+>&
`>+-$,)7+>& )(& -+$.)0(& Y"9"Ua%&D8,K-& B8.878-+& $8(& 7+& 5-+>& .0& G,)(.& .2+& -.5>+(.& (86+%&
)>+(.)1)$8.)0(& (567+,%& $48--& -+$.)0(& )(10,68.)0(%& 8(>& +*+(& 8(& )>+(.)1/)(C& G)$.5,+& `844&
&T;&
)(10,68.)0(& G544+>& 1,06&#HD#a& >),+$.4/& 0(& +8$2& -.5>+(.e-& -2++."& & E-&J)44& 7+& >)-$5--+>&
7+40J%& .2+& >+G8,.6+(.& $5,,+(.4/& ,+4)+-& 5G0(&D8,K-& B8.878-+& 10,& 68,K)(C& 01& #$8(.,0(&
+L86-"&
VL>LTL" RCD^9!Y!"
P+8,()(C& S(4)(+& Z+.J0,K& J).2& 8& 306G5.+,[E--)-.+>& <+,-0(84)M+>& EGG,08$2&
`PSZ[3E<Ea& )-& 8(& 8$8>+6)8[>+*+40G+>& 0G+(& -05,$+& 4+8,()(C& 68(8C+6+(.& -/-.+6&
`PD#a& )(& 5-+& 8.& 0*+,& ;:& 5()*+,-).)+-& J0,4>J)>+& `PSZ[3E<E%& 9:RT8a& )($45>)(C& -)L& )(&
38(8>8&`PSZ[3E<E%&9:RT7a"&&?0,&.2+&G5,G0-+-&01&.2)-&8(84/-)-%&8(&PD#&8(>&3D#&8,+&
.,+8.+>&8-&15($.)0(844/&-/(0(/605-%&70.2&G,0*)>)(C&8(&0(4)(+&.004&10,& )(-.,5$.0,-&.0&20-.&
$05,-+& $0(.+(.%& .,8$K& C,8>+-%& 8(>& 8>6)()-.+,& -.5>+(.& 8--+--6+(.-& *)8& A5)MM+-& 8(>&
+L86-"& & ]2+,+& PSZ[3E<E& >)11+,-& 1,06& 0.2+,& 8*8)4874+& 3D#& G48.10,6-& )-& )(& .2+&
>)-.,)75.+>& (+.J0,K& (8.5,+& 01& .2+& -/-.+6"& & S(& =0)()(C& .2+& PSZ[3E<E& (+.J0,K%& 8(&
)(-.).5.)0(&7+$06+-&G8,.&01&.2+&C40784&C,05G&01&G8,.)$)G8.)(C&2)C2&-$2004-&8(>&5()*+,-).)+-&
J2+,+)(&+*+,/&-$2004&)(&.2+&C,05G&28-&8$$+--&.0&.2+&$06G4+.+&G004&01&-86G4+&G,074+6-&
C+(+,8.+>& 7/& +*+,/& 0.2+,& -$2004"& & ?5,.2+,%& .2+& (+.J0,K& 8440J-& 10,& -28,)(C& 01& -+,*+,&
,+-05,$+-& 10,& 408>& 7848($)(C& 8(>& -/-.+6& 0G.)6)M8.)0(& `386G5-#05,$+%& 9:R:a"& & E-& 8(&





(567+,& C+(+,8.)0(& 10,& *8,)874+& *845+-& )(& 8& C)*+(& A5+-.)0(& 1,86+J0,K"& & F2)-& 1+8.5,+&
,+A5),+-&-)C()1)$8(.&)(G5.&0(&.2+&G8,.&01&.2+&-/-.+6&8>6)()-.,8.0,&.0&>+1)(+&.2+&8GG,0G,)8.+&
4)6).-& 8(>& -.8.)-.)$84& >)-.,)75.)0(& 01& ,8(>06& *8,)874+-& .0& +(-5,+& .2+& G,074+6& )-& 70.2&
-+(-)74+& 8(>& 8GG4)$874+& )(& .2+& $0(.+L.& 01& .2+& $05,-+& 68.+,)84"& & E-)>+& 1,06& (56+,)$84&
8(-J+,-%& .2+&-/-.+6&8440J-& 10,&654.)G4+& $20)$+&A5+-.)0(-&J2+,+& )($0,,+$.&8(-J+,-&8,+&
,8(>064/& >,8J(& 1,06& 8& G,+*)05-4/[C+(+,8.+>& G004& 01& ,+-G0(-+-"& & F0C+.2+,%& .2+-+&




)($45>)(C&C,8>+& .,8$K)(C&8(>&G0-.)(C&01& $05,-+&68.+,)84& 1)4+-& 10,& -.5>+(.-& .0&>0J(408>"&&
]).2)(& .2+& B+G8,.6+(.& 01& 32+6)-.,/%& PSZ[3E<E& )-& 5-+>& 8460-.& +L$45-)*+4/& 8-& 8(&
8--+--6+(.&.004&.0&+(-5,+&.28.&-.5>+(.-&28*+&$06G4+.+>&.2+&8--)C(+>&,+8>)(C-&7+10,+&8&
$48--& 0,& 4870,8.0,/& -+--)0("& & F2+& (8.5,+& 8(>& 10,68.& 01& .2+& -/-.+6& )-& -5$2& .28.&
+>5$8.)0(84& )(-.8448.)0(-& 28*+& .+(>+>& .0J8,>-& .2+& -$)+($+-& 8(>& 68.2+68.)$-& `PSZ[
3E<E%&9:RT$a"&
VL>LVL" 9*%;*-"
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Instructional Functionality Strengths Weaknesses 




Student information queries 
useful to department easily 
done, already populated 
with all pertinent data 
Limited user documentation, 
“tired”, unintuitive user 
interface, largely redundant 
with the advent of university 




Marks tracking, grades 
calculation, exam grading, 
exam seating chart 
generation  
Generation of exam seating 
charts and sign-in sheets is 
“killer app”, printing student 
information on Scantron 
forms 
Extremely unintuitive user 
interface, replete with bugs 
leading to persistent system 
instability 
Canvas Instructional content 
delivery, grades tracking, 
online assessment, online 
assignment submission 
Widely adaptable, large, 
central university support 
department, variety of plug-
ins available 
Some bugs are visible to  
students and are thus 
particularly frustrating to 
instructors, range of functions 
requires time investment to 
learn 
LON-CAPA Online assessments, 
instructional content 
delivery, exam grading, 
assignment uploading, 
problem set repository 
Generation of exams from 
problem set repository, 
online assignment questions 
are pseudo-randomized 
“Tired” user interface, 
problem sets are dated with 
answers widely available 
online, server capacity is 
limited, students hate it 
Scantron In-class exam 
administration 
High-throughput exam 
marking, Marks Database 
allows for forms to be 
printed with student 
information prefilled 
Current marking process 
requires import of data to 
Marks Database, improperly 
filled bubbles on sheet cause 
problems, marking software 
only runs on Windows 3.1 
Excel Used as an intermediary 
format for transfer of 
information between 
different databases 
Flexible enough to meet 
most calculation and 
pseudo-database needs 
Intrinsic flexibility and lack of 
standard use guidelines has 
led to confusion and data 
processing errors 
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28*+& .0& J8).& 5(.)4& .2+& 7+C)(()(C& 01& 8& 4870,8.0,/& -+--)0(& .0& -++& .2+),& 68,K& 1,06& .2+&
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Expected Level of Data Integrity High 
IT Security High 
Data Flow Rationality High 
FIPPA Compliance High 
Overall Minimization of Disruption Medium 
Minimization of Operational Disruption Medium 
Minimization of Organizational Disruption Medium 
Desirability of Cost Position High 
Start-up Cost  Low 
Migration Cost Low 
Running Cost Low 
Total Value to Staff Medium 
Intrinsic Value Low 
Extrinsic Value Low 
Job Satisfaction Medium 
Total Value to Students Low 
Current Value Medium 
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Expected Level of Data Integrity Medium 
IT Security High 
Data Flow Rationality High 
FIPPA Compliance High 
Overall Minimization of Disruption Low 
Minimization of Operational Disruption Low 
Minimization of Organizational Disruption Low 
Desirability of Cost Position Medium 
Start-up Cost  Low 
Migration Cost High 
Running Cost Medium 
Total Value to Staff Low 
Intrinsic Value Medium 
Extrinsic Value Low 
Job Satisfaction Low 
Total Value to Students High 
Current Value High 
Future Value High 
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.,8)()(C&8.&(0&$0-."&&H(&0,>+,&.0&,+>5$+&.2+&75,>+(&0(&.2+&8>6)()-.,8.0,-%&.2+&>+G8,.6+(.&
$8(& -+(>& 0(+& )(>)*)>584& .0& ,+$+)*+& 2)C2[4+*+4& .,8)()(C& 8(>& -0& 8$.& 8-& .2+& >+G8,.6+(.84&
-5G+,&5-+,"&&H(.+,(84&.,8)()(C&J054>&.2+(&7+&G,0*)>+>&0(&8(&8>&20$&78-)-&8.&(0&8>>).)0(84&




-/-.+6& )-& 0G+,8.+>& 8(>&68(8C+>& 7/& 8& >)11+,+(.& >+G8,.6+(."& & EC8)(%& .2)-& 7+(+1).-& .2+&
>+G8,.6+(.& 7/& 1,++)(C& ,+-05,$+-& .28.& $8(& 7+& 7+..+,& >),+$.+>& .0& >+*+40G6+(.& 01& (+J&
-/-.+6-&.28.&6++.&60,+&-G+$)84)M+>&(++>-&01&32+6)-.,/"&
?0,& -.811& 5-+,-& 01& ?8$#HD#%& .2+,+& )-& 4)..4+& )(.,)(-)$& *845+& )(&60*)(C& .0&305,#/-"&&
F2+,+&)-&-06+&+L.,)(-)$&*845+%&)(&.28.&-)6G4)1)$8.)0(&01&,05.)(+&=07-&G,0*)>+-&60,+&.)6+&10,&
5-+,-& .0& 10$5-&0(&2)C2+,[*845+[8>>+>& .8-K-"& &E(& )($,+8-+& )(&G,0>5$.)*)./&8(>&A584)./&01&
J0,K& >0(+& J)44& 7+(+1).& -.811& )(& =07& ,+*)+J-"& & F2+,+& )-& 8(& +LG+$.+>& )($,+8-+& )(& =07&
-8.)-18$.)0(& 1,06&.2+&,+-54.)(C&>+$,+8-+& )(&-.,+--&8(>& 1,5-.,8.)0(&8.&(0.&28*)(C& .0& 10440J&
)(+11)$)+(.&G,0$+--+-&8(/60,+%&-)6)48,&.0&.2+&C,8>+-&-576)--)0(&G,0$+--&,+>+-)C(&0G.)0(&
G,+-+(.+>&870*+"&
F2+,+& )-&(0.&65$2& )(& .2+&J8/&01&G+,$+)*874+&*845+&.0&-.5>+(.-%&+).2+,&$5,,+(.&0,&
15.5,+%& 8,)-)(C& 1,06& 8& 6)C,8.)0(& .0& 305,#/-"& & E-& .2)-& 0G.)0(& 10$5-+-& 0(4/& 0(& .2+&
8>6)()-.,8.)*+&8-G+$.-&01&?8$#HD#&8(>&(0.&0(&8(/&-.5>+(.[18$)(C&-/-.+6%&.2+,+& )-& 4)..4+&
+LG+$.8.)0(& .28.& -.5>+(.-& J054>& +*+(& 7+& 8J8,+& 01& .2+& $28(C+"& & F2+& 0(+& G0--)74+&
+L$+G.)0(& )-& .28.& -.5>+(.-& $8(& ,+$+)*+& 8& 2)C2+,& A584)./& 01& 8>*)-)(C& -+,*)$+& J2+(& .2+&
8>*)-0,&28-&8$$+--&.0&.2+&-.5>+(.e-&1544&2)-.0,/&J).2&.2+&>+G8,.6+(.&8.&.2+),&1)(C+,.)G-&)(&8&




J2+(&.2+/&8,+& 4)K+4/&C0)(C&.0&18)4%& .2+&-.5>+(.&,+84)M+-&*845+& )(&.5).)0(&-8*)(C-&J2)4+&.2+&
-.,+--%&8(L)+./%&8(>&.5,60)4&01&-.,5CC4)(C&)(&8&$05,-+&)-&10,+-.844+>"&
&;Y&
E& -5668,/& 01& 20J& J+44& .2+& ?8$#HD#& ,+G48$+6+(.& 0G.)0(& 6++.-& .2+& ,8(C+& 01&
-5$$+--&$,).+,)8&)-&-20J(&)(&F874+&U"T&7+40J"&
G*<+0"SLTL" !--0--10%'")2"'70")6'()%"')"306+*&0"#*&54B5"
Expected Level of Data Integrity High 
IT Security Medium 
Data Flow Rationality High 
FIPPA Compliance High 
Overall Minimization of Disruption Medium 
Minimization of Operational Disruption Medium 
Minimization of Organizational Disruption Medium 
Desirability of Cost Position Medium 
Start-up Cost Low 
Migration Cost Medium 
Running Cost Low 
Total Value to Staff Medium 
Intrinsic Value Low 
Extrinsic Value Medium 
Job Satisfaction Medium 
Total Value to Students Low 
Current Value Low 
Future Value Low 
SLTL" !--0--10%'")2"C6'()%-"
E(& 8--+--6+(.& 01& .2+& 0G.)0(-& .2,05C2& .2+& 4+(-& 01& .2+& >+1)(+>& -5$$+--& $,).+,)8&














Total Value to 
Staff 















High Medium Medium Medium Low 
]28.& $8(& 7+& -++(& 1,06& .2)-& 8(84/-)-& )-& .28.& .2+& 0G.)0(& 01& .2+& 38(*8-[#HD#&
C,8>+-&8GG,0*84&G,0$+--&G,0*)>+-&2)C2&4+*+4-&01&>8.8&)(.+C,)./&8(>&*845+&.0&-.811&J).2&40J&
4+*+4-& 01& $0-.& 8(>& G+,()$)05-& >)-,5G.)0("& & E-& -5$2%& .2+& ,+$066+(>8.)0(& )-& .28.& .2+&
B+G8,.6+(.&01&32+6)-.,/&)6G4+6+(.-&.2)-&G,0$+--&60>)1)$8.)0(&8-&-00(&8-&G0--)74+"&
]2)4+& .2+& -+4+$.+>& $28(C+& 0G.)0(& )-& .2+& )().)84& ,+$066+(>8.)0(%& .2+,+& )-&




C,+8.+,& 8>0G.)0(& 01& 38(*8-& 10,& C,8>+-& ,+G0,.)(C"& & S($+& .2+& (+J& C,8>+-& -576)--)0(&
G,0$+--&10,&.2+&B+G8,.6+(.&01&32+6)-.,/& )-&$06G4+.+4/&5G>8.+>&.0&7+&)(& 4)(+&J).2&+*+,/&
0.2+,&>+G8,.6+(.&8(>&.2+,+&)-&1544&75/[)(&1,06&844&)(-.,5$.0,-&8(>&-.811%&.2+&606+(.56&01&
G,0$+--& $28(C+& -2054>& 7+& 68)(.8)(+>& 7/& 6)C,8.)(C& .2+& FE& 8(>& @E& 8GG4)$8.)0(& 8(>&
8--)C(6+(.& G,0$+--& .0& 305,#/-"& & F2)-& 6)C,8.)0(& )-& .2+& 1),-.& -.+G& 01& 8& 1544& ?8$#HD#&
,+G48$+6+(.%&8-&-5CC+-.+>&)(&.2+&.2),>&0G.)0("&
F2,05C2&.2+&870*+&,+$066+(>8.)0(-%&.2+&8GG4)$8.)0(&G0,.104)0&)(&.2+&>+G8,.6+(.&
J)44& 7+& ,8.)0(84)M+>& 840(C& 0G+,8.)0(84& 705(>8,)+-& 01& .+8$2)(C%& ,+G0,.)(C%& 8(>&
8>6)()-.,8.)*+& 8$.)*).)+-"& &]2+,+& G,+*)05-4/& 8& ?8$#HD#&05.8C+& $054>& G0.+(.)844/& )6G8),&




.28.& 38(*8-& )-& 5-+>& )(& 70.2& .2+& ,+$0,>)(C& 8(>& ,+G0,.)(C& 01& C,8>+-"& & N0J+*+,%& 8-& 8&
$+(.,84& 5()*+,-)./& -/-.+6%& 38(*8-& )-& >+G+(>+>& 5G0(& 7/& 654.)G4+& 18$54.)+-& 8(>& -0&






,+-05,$+-& .0& 8(& 8GG4)$8.)0(& .28.& ,+844/& -2054>& 7+& 60,+& 8GG,0G,)8.+& 10,& 8& ?8$.0,/&
0G+,8.)(C&60>+&`D$?8,48(&+.&84"%&R\XTa&[&.2+&>+G8,.6+(.&(++>-&8&.8(K%&(0.&8&p5C0"&
E& -)6)48,& $0($45-)0(&8,)-+-& 1,06&$0(-)>+,8.)0(& 01& .2+& -.,8.+C)$& 84)C(6+(.& 01& .2+&
>+G8,.6+(.&`N+(>+,-0(&8(>&V+(K8.,868(%&R\\Ta"&&P0(C&8C0%&.2+&G,+*)05-&68(8C+6+(.&
)(& .2+& >+G8,.6+(.&68/& 28*+& >+*+40G+>& 8& 75-)(+--& -.,8.+C/& .28.& >+G+(>+>& 0(& .2+& HF&
8*8)4874+& 8.& .2+& .)6+%& >)$.8.)(C& .2+& H#& G,0$+--+-& $5,,+(.4/& )(& G48$+& `g.+$2(040C/&
.,8(-10,68.)0(h& G+,-G+$.)*+a"& & F2+& )6G4+6+(.8.)0(& 01& +4+$.,0()$& >8.878-+-& 8(>& 0(4)(+&
A5)M&G48.10,6-&)(&.2+&6)>[R\\:e-&*+,/&65$2&-G+8K-&.0&8&>+$)-)0(&.0&.,8(-10,6&+>5$8.)0(&
.2,05C2&.2+&8GG4)$8.)0(&01&.+$2(040C/"&&N0J+*+,%&/+8,-&01&$06G48$+($/&28*+&,+-54.+>&)(&
.2+& $5,,+(.& -).58.)0(& J2+,+& .2+& >+G40/+>& .+$2(040C/& >)$.8.+-& H#& G,0$+--+-%& ,+4+C8.)(C&





.2+& >+G8,.6+(.& -.8,.+>& )(& .2+& F5,(8,05(>& A58>,8(.& 8-& .2+& -/-.+6-& )(& >+*+40G6+(.%&
?8$#HD#& 8(>& D8,K-& B8.878-+%& 2+4>& G,06)-+& )(& .,8(-10,6)(C& .2+& J8/& $05,-+-& J+,+&
68(8C+>& 8(>& C,8>+-& )(10,68.)0(& 8$$+--+>"& & E-& .2+,+& J8-& (0.2)(C& +4-+& )(& .2+&
>+*+40G6+(.& G)G+4)(+& 81.+,& .28.%& .2+& >+G8,.6+(.&60*+>& 1),64/& .0& .2+&?8$.0,/& A58>,8(."&&
&;W&
]2)4+& .2+& 0G+,8.)(C& +(*),0(6+(.& $0(.)(5+>& .0& $28(C+& J).2& .2+& 5()*+,-)./[J)>+&
>+G40/6+(.&01&#HD#%&.2+&-.,8.+C)$& )6G8$.&01&?8$#HD#&8(>&D8,K-&B8.878-+&>)6)()-2+>&
J).2&.2+),&)($,+8-)(C&,+>5(>8($/%&60*)(C&.2+&>+G8,.6+(.&.0&.2+&#5GG0,.&A58>,8(."&&F2+&
>+G8,.6+(.&(++>-& .0&G5.&75-)(+--&-.,8.+C/&78$K& )(& .2+&>,)*+,e-&-+8.&8(>&60*+&78$K& .0&
.2+&?8$.0,/&A58>,8(."& &F)6+%&8..+(.)0(%&8(>&0.2+,& ,+-05,$+-& 1,++>& 1,06&68)(.8)()(C& .2+&
)($567+(.&-/-.+6-&$8(&7+& 10$5-+>&0(&>+*+40G6+(.&01&(+J&5-+-&01& .+$2(040C/& 10,& .2+&
7+(+1).&01&-.5>+(.-"&
E-&8& 1)*+[/+8,& .+,6& 10,& .2+&G0-).)0(&01&328),& )-& 40(C&+(05C2& .0&7+&874+& .0&+11+$.&
,+84& $28(C+& )(& .2+&>+G8,.6+(.%& .2+,+&-2054>&7+&8& ,+(+J+>&G5-2& 1,06& .2+& .0G&>0J(& .0&




>+G8,.6+(.& )-& .0& 5(>+,.8K+& 8(& HF& -.,8.+C)$& G48(()(C& G,0$+--&J2+,+)(& (0& .+$2(040C/& )-&
-8$,+>"& & H(C,8)(+>& $06G48$+($/& -2054>& C)*+&J8/& .0& 8(& )(.+,(84)M+>& >,)*+& .0& +(8$.& .2+&








C8)(+>& 0,& 1,06& .+G)>& 8$$+G.8($+& 0,& ,+=+$.)0(& 01& (+J& -/-.+6-%& 8& G28-+>& $28(C+&
)6G4+6+(.8.)0(& 0*+,& .2,++& -+6+-.+,-& )-& G,0G0-+>"& & F2+& .2,++[-+6+-.+,& G48(& 7,08>4/&






























•& Grades submission 
process has changed 
•& Canvas will fully replace 
LON-CAPA next 
semester 
•& Exploring TA/RA 
features of CourSys 
•& All instructors must 
follow new grades 
submission process 
•& First semester with 
only Canvas 
•& TA/RA feature of 
CourSyS used by 
department 
•& Grades reporting only 
done through the 
Canvas-Excel-SIMS 
pathway 
•& LON-CAPA is fully 
discontinued 
•& Migration of other 












•& Departmental Canvas 
experts fully trained, 
provide training to rest 
•& Ad hoc training from TLC 
•& Generation of new 
problem sets in Canvas 
•& Growth of Canvas 
user network 
•& Refinement of Canvas 
course pages 
•& Full deployment of 
Canvas problem sets 
•& Continued support 
from TLC 











 •& FacSIMS and Marks 
Database set up, in 
place as backup 
•& LON-CAPA still in use 
•& FacSIMS is core 
administrative tasks 
database 
•& FacSIMS and Marks 
Database not set up 
but can be as final 
contingency 





•& FacSIMS and Marks 
Database fully 
discontinued 







7+C)(& 60*)(C& .2+& >+G8,.6+(.& )(& .2+& >),+$.)0(& 01& $28(C+"& & F2+& )().)84& >+*+40G6+(.& 01&
?8$#HD#&8(>&D8,K-&B8.878-+& )(& .2+&R\\:e-&-20J-& .28.& .2+&328),&8.& .2+& .)6+&28>& .2+&
*)-)0(&8(>&>,)*+&.0&.,8(-10,6&.2+&J8/&.2+&>+G8,.6+(.&0G+,8.+-"&&]28.&J+,+&8.&.2+&.)6+&
)((0*8.)*+&-/-.+6-&28*+&-)($+&C,0J(&-.84+&8-&.2+&0G+,8.)(C&+(*),0(6+(.&+*04*+>&8,05(>&
.2+& B+G8,.6+(.& 01& 32+6)-.,/"& & ?0440J)(C& .2,05C2& J).2& .2+& $28(C+-& G,0G0-+>& )(& .2)-&
8(84/-)-&)-&(0.2)(C&60,+&.28(&8(0.2+,&)(-.8($+&)(&8&2)-.0,/&01&G5($.58.+>&60>+,()M8.)0("&
&;\&
?,5).154& >)-$5--)0(-&J).2& .2+& -.811& 8.& .2+&FP3&28*+& 4+>& .0& .2+&>+*+40G6+(.& 01& 8&
38(*8-&.,8)()(C&.)6+4)(+&.28.&G,0*)>+-&10,&8&2)C2&$28($+&01&-5$$+--"&&?),-.%&.2+&.+8$2)(C&




874+& .0& $,+8.+& 8& $05,-+&G8C+&8(>&7+&874+& 15($.)0(& )(& .2+&38(*8-& -G8$+"& & FJ0&J++K-&
48.+,%&81.+,& )(-.,5$.0,-&28*+&28>& .2+&0GG0,.5()./& .0&G,8$.)$+&8(>&+LG40,+& .2+& .004-& )(& .2+&
5(G574)-2+>& $05,-+& G8C+%& .2+/& 8..+(>& 8(0.2+,& .J0[205,& .,8)()(C& -+--)0(& J2+,+&




F2+& G28-+>& )6G4+6+(.8.)0(& 01& 38(*8-%& 1),-.& 8-& .2+& G,)68,/& 3D#& 10,& C,8>+-&
.,8$K)(C%& 10440J+>& 7/& 1544& ,+G48$+6+(.& 01& PSZ[3E<E& 8-& .2+& 0(4)(+& 8--)C(6+(.-& 8(>&
4+8,()(C& .004%&G,0*)>+-&8&2)C2&$28($+&01&-5$$+--& 10,& .2+& 48..+,&$28(C+& .0&-5$$++>"& &!/&
1),-.&C)*)(C&)(-.,5$.0,-&8&1544&-+6+-.+,&.0&186)4)8,)M+&.2+6-+4*+-&J).2&38(*8-%&8-&,+A5),+>&
1,06& .2+&$28(C+& )(& .2+&C,8>+-&-576)--)0(&G,0$+--& 140J%& .2+/&J)44&7+&J+44[G0-).)0(+>& .0&
7+&874+& .0& )($0,G0,8.+&8--)C(6+(.-& )(.0& .2+),&0(4)(+&$05,-+&-G8$+&J2+(&PSZ[3E<E& )-&
-25.&>0J("&
E-& 38(*8-& 5-+& C8)(-& .,8$.)0(%& .2+& >+G8,.6+(.& -2054>& 0G+,8.+& J).2& .2+&
5(>+,-.8(>)(C&.28.&8(/&.004&5-+>&-2054>&7+&10,&.2+&7+(+1).&01&.2+&-.5>+(."&&H.&)-&G,0G0-+>&
.28.& 8&68(>8.0,/& -.5>+(.& -5,*+/& )-& )--5+>& 8.& .2+& +(>& 01& 8& $05,-+%& -)6)48,& .0& .+8$2)(C&
,+*)+J-& 75.& )(-.+8>& -+,*)(C& 8-& 8& -0,.& 01& 4+8,()(C& .+$2(040C/& ,+*)+J"& & #.5>+(.-&J)44& 7+&
C)*+(& .2+& 0GG0,.5()./& .0& G,0*)>+& 1++>78$K& 0(& J28.& .2+/& 4)K+& 0,& >)-4)K+& 8705.& 38(*8-%&
PSZ[3E<E%&0,&8(/&0.2+,&-.5>+(.[18$)(C&-/-.+6"&&!8-+>&0(&.2)-&1++>78$K%&$28(C+-&$8(&
7+&)6G4+6+(.+>&)(&.2+&$05,-+&-G8$+-&0,&0.2+,&.004-&5-+>"&&F2)-&)-&8&G,0$+--&01&$0(.)(584&
)6G,0*+6+(.%& K++G)(C& .2+& >+G8,.6+(.& 5G& .0& >8.+& 0(& .2+& $5,,+(.& 8..).5>+-& 01& -.5>+(.-&
.0J8,>& 0(4)(+& 4+8,()(C& 8(>& 8440J-& 10,& 1)(+& .5()(C& 01& 8GG,08$2+-& .0& 7+..+,& -+,*+& .2+),&
(++>-"& & E-& .2+& FP3& 84,+8>/& 15($.)0(-& )(& ,+G0,.& C+(+,8.)0(& 10,& .+8$2)(C& ,+*)+J-%& .2)-&




1++>78$K& 8(>& +(C8C+6+(.& 01& .2+& -.5>+(.[8-[$5-.06+,%& .2+& >+G8,.6+(.& ,)-K-& .2+&
,+4+*8($+&01&).-&.+8$2)(C&8GG,08$2+-"&
]28.& )-& $4+8,& 1,06& .2)-& 8(84/-)-& )-& .28.& 8& $54.5,+& -2)1.& )-& ,+A5),+>& )(& .2+&
B+G8,.6+(.&01&32+6)-.,/"&&F2)-&-2)1.&(++>-&8&$28(C+&$286G)0(&)675+>&J).2&.2+&>,)*+&.0&
)((0*8.+%& $8G8$)./& .0& >+*+40G& 8& *)-)0(%& 8(>& >+.+,6)(8.)0(& .0& ,+4+(.4+--4/& G5-2& .2+&
>+G8,.6+(.&.0J8,>-&0G+,8.)0(84&+L$+44+($+"&&H>+844/%&.2)-&$28(C+&$286G)0(&J054>&7+&8(&
)(-.,5$.0,&J).2& .2+&,+-G+$.&01& .2+),&G++,-%& .2+& 1544&-5GG0,.&01& .2+&328),%&8(>&8(&85.20,.)/&
4+C).)6)M)(C& .2+),& ,04+"& & F2+& $28(C+& $286G)0(& J)44& 7+& 8GG0)(.+>& .0& .2+& >+G8,.6+(.& HF&
$066)..++& 75.& -2054>& 84-0& 7+& +LG+$.+>& .0& 8..+(>& >+G8,.6+(.84& 18$54./&6++.)(C-& .0& 7+&
C)*+(&8&*84)>&G48.10,6& 1,06&J2)$2& .0&G,+8$2&$28(C+"& &?5,.2+,%& )(&$,+8.)(C& .2)-& ,04+%& .2+&
328),& -2054>& +LG+$.& .2+& $28(C+& $286G)0(& .0& 8..+(>%& 8(>& +*+(& )().)8.+%& HF[10$5-+>&
6++.)(C-&J).2&.2+&?8$54./&01&#$)+($+%&HF&#+,*)$+-%&.2+&FP3%&#.5>+(.&#+,*)$+-%&8(>&+*+(&
15,.2+,&81)+4>"& &!/&G8/)(C&8$.)*+&8..+(.)0(&.0&.2+&$0(-.8(.4/&+*04*)(C&5()*+,-)./&0G+,8.)(C&
+(*),0(6+(.%& .2+& $286G)0(& )-&J+44& G0-).)0(+>& .0& K++G& .2+&B+G8,.6+(.& 01&32+6)-.,/& 8.&
.2+& 10,+1,0(.& 01& $28(C+"& & 'G>8.+-& 8(>& >),+$.)*+-& 1,06& .2+& $28(C+& $286G)0(& 0(& .2+&
$28(C)(C& 18$+& 01& 5()*+,-)./& HF& -2054>& 7+$06+& 8-& (8.5,84& .0& .2+& >+G8,.6+(.& 8-& ?,)>8/&
60,()(C&$011++"&
F0&>,)*+&.2+&870*+&G,0G0-+>&)6G4+6+(.8.)0(&G48(%&.2+&$28(C+&$286G)0(&-2054>&




G,0$+--"& &F2+/&-2054>&84-0& 4)8)-+&J).2& .2+&FP3&8(>& HF&#+,*)$+-& .0&0,C8()M+& .,8)()(C&8-&
,+A5),+>"&&]).2&.2)-&-5GG0,.&-/-.+6&)(&G48$+%&8.&.2+&*+,/&(+L.&18$54./&6++.)(C&.2+&$28(C+&
$286G)0(& $8(& )(10,6& .2+& >+G8,.6+(.& .28.& .2+& C,8>+-& -576)--)0(& G,0$+--& )-& 7+)(C&
60>)1)+>"&&H(&.2)-&-86+&6++.)(C%&.2+&-++>&01&.2+&)>+8&01&PSZ[3E<E&,+G48$+6+(.&-2054>&
7+&G48(.+>& .0&C+.& .2+& 18$54./&6+67+,-& .2)(K)(C&0(&G0.+(.)84& (+J&8GG,08$2+-& .0& 0(4)(+&
8--)C(6+(.& -.,5$.5,+"& & ?0,& .2+& 8>6)()-.,8.)*+& 15($.)0(-& 01& ?8$#HD#%& .2+& $28(C+&
&WR&




01& .2+& G,0G0-+>& $28(C+-"& & H(& .2+& 15.5,+%& 8-& (+J& H#& 0GG0,.5().)+-& 8,+& )>+(.)1)+>%& .2)-&
,+-.,)$.)0(&01&.8K)(C&0(&0(+&$28(C+&G,0=+$.&8.&8&.)6+&-2054>&7+&8>2+,+>&.0"&&F2)-&)-&(0.&.0&
-8/& .28.&$28(C+&G,0=+$.-&(++>&7+&-+41[$0(.8)(+>&8(>&-+,)84)M+>"& &@8.2+,%&7,8)(-.0,6)(C&
8(>& >)-$5--)0(-& -2054>& $0(-.8(.4/& 7+& .8K)(C& G48$+& .0& 75)4>& 75/[)(& 10,& 8>8G.8.)0("&&
g328(C+& 10,& .2+& -8K+& 01& $28(C+h& -2054>& 7+& 8*0)>+>%& 75.& )(-.+8>& $28(C+& -2054>& 7+&
)(10,6+>&7/& .2+&-.,8.+C)$&G48(&01& .2+&>+G8,.6+(."& &F25-%& .2+& $28(C+&$286G)0(&-2054>&
G48/&8&K+/&,04+&)(&.2+&-.,8.+C)$&G48(()(C&G,0$+--"&
S(+& 01& .2+& 68)(& C084-& 01& .2+& $28(C+& $286G)0(%& 8(>& 7/& +L.+(-)0(& .2+&
>+G8,.6+(.%&-2054>&7+&.0&+(-5,+&.28.&-/-.+6-&0J(+,-2)G&)-&>+$+(.,84)M+>&0,&05.-05,$+>&
8-& 18,&8-&G0--)74+"& & H.&68K+-& 4)..4+&-+(-+& 10,& .2+&>+G8,.6+(.& .0& ,+68)(&8&-+41[$0(.8)(+>&
15($.)0(84& -)40& )(& .2+& 60>+,(& 5()*+,-)./& 0G+,8.)(C& +(*),0(6+(."& & F2)-& 8(84/-)-& )-& *+,/&
65$2&(+$+--).8.+>&7/&.2+&G8)(-&8(>&>)-,5G.)0(-&J,05C2.&7/&.2+&5(+LG+$.+>&87-+($+&01&
.2+& G,+*)05-& >+G8,.6+(.84& 8GG4)$8.)0(-& K+/-.0(+& )(>)*)>584"& & F2+& >+G8,.6+(.& $8(& )44&





F2)-& 8(84/-)-& -5CC+-.-& .28.& 68(/& G,0$+--+-& )(& .2+& B+G8,.6+(.& 01& 32+6)-.,/&
28*+&C0(+&,+48.)*+4/&5($28(C+>&0*+,&.2+&G8-.&.J+(./&/+8,-&J2)4+&.2+&5()*+,-)./&0G+,8.)(C&
+(*),0(6+(.&28-&(+*+,&-.0GG+>&+*04*)(C"&&F2+&>+G8,.6+(.&J8-&0($+&8.&.2+&4+8>)(C&+>C+&
01& 4+*+,8C)(C& .+$2(040C/& .0& )6G,0*+& .2+& .+8$2)(C& G,0C,86%& 8-& +*)>+($+>& 7/& .2+&
>+*+40G6+(.& 01& ?8$#HD#& 8(>& D8,K-& B8.878-+%& 8(>& >+G40/6+(.& 01& PSZ[3E<E"&&
N0J+*+,%&8-&.2+&5()*+,-)./&+*04*+>&.+$2(040C)$844/&.2+&>+G8,.6+(.&>)>&(0."&&E-&60,+&8(>&
60,+&-/-.+6&5GK++G&,+-G0(-)7)4).)+-&J+,+&.8K+(&0(&7/&8&-)(C4+&K+/-.0(+&)(>)*)>584&)(&.2+&
>+G8,.6+(.%& .2+/& 7+$86+& 4+--& 8(>& 4+--& 1,++& .0& +LG40,+& (+J& .+$2(040C/& 8(>& G5-2&




.28.&6)C2.& 7+&G,+-+(.& )(& .2+&B+G8,.6+(.&01&32+6)-.,/"& &@8.2+,%& ).& -++K-& .0&G,0*)>+&8(&
8(84/.)$84& 1,86+J0,K& 8(>& -+.& 01& .004-& 10,& .2+& >+G8,.6+(.& .0& 5-+& )(& 5(>+,-.8(>)(C&
)(10,68.)0(&-/-.+6-"& &D0,+& )6G0,.8(.4/%& ).& ,+*+84-&8& .,0574+-06+&C8G& )(& HF&-.,8.+C/"& &E&
-.,8.+C)$&,+84)C(6+(.&$8(&>+68(>&$28(C+%&-20J)(C&.28.& .2+,+&8,+& )66+>)8.+&+11)$)+($/&
C8)(-& .0&7+& 105(>&J).2&,+48.)*+4/& 4)..4+&G8)("& &]).2& .2+&*)+J&.28.&C+(+,8.)0(&01& .2)-& ,+G0,.&
$0(-.).5.+-& 8& $0(-54.8.)*+& G,0$+--%& gr&8$.)*).)+-& -5$2& 8-& 07-+,*8.)0(-%& )(.+,*)+J-%& 8(>&
A5+-.)0((8),+-&8,+&84,+8>/&G0J+,154&)(.+,*+(.)0(-&8(>&.28.&.2+&G,0$+--&01&4+8,()(C&8705.&
8&-/-.+6&8(>&$28(C)(C&.2+&-/-.+6&8,+%&)(&18$.%&0(+&8(>&.2+&-86+"h&`#$2+)(%&R\\;a&
]2)4+&8& 1544[-$84+&!<D&G,0=+$.& )-&(0.&7+)(C&G,0G0-+>%&8(>& )(& 18$.& .2+&8$8>+6)$&
0,C8()M8.)0(84& -.,5$.5,+& 8460-.& 844& 75.& G,+$45>+-& -5$2& 8(& )>+8%& 65$2& 01& .2+& G,0G0-+>&
$28(C+&)-&+($06G8--+>&7/&.2+&0,C8()M8.)0(84&.2+0,)+-&)(10,6)(C&!<D"&
E(& 0*+,8,$2)(C& .2+6+& ,+*+84+>& 0*+,& .2+& $05,-+& 01& .2)-& 8(84/-)-& )-& .28.& .2+&
>+G8,.6+(.e-& HF& -.,8.+C/& 28-& (0.& 7++(& ,+-G0(-)*+& .0& $28(C+& )(& .2+& 0G+,8.)(C&
&WT&
+(*),0(6+(.%& 70.2& )(.+,(84& 8(>& +L.+,(84"& & 30(.)(C+($/& .2+0,/& -5CC+-.-& .28.%& J2)4+& .2+&
>+*+40G6+(.& 8(>& >+G40/6+(.& 01& ?8$#HD#& 8(>& D8,K-& B8.878-+& J8-& $,).)$84& .0& .2+&
-5$$+--& 01& .2+& >+G8,.6+(.& )(& R\\;%& .2+& +L.+,(84& G,+--5,+-& (+$+--).8.)(C& .20-+&
>+G8,.6+(.84&>8.878-+-&8,+&(0& 40(C+,& .2+&-86+& .0>8/&8-& .2+/&J+,+& .2+("& &F2+&328),%&







+L.+,(84&+(*),0(6+(.&28*+& 4+1.& .2+&>+G8,.6+(.& .,/)(C&+*+,[28,>+,& .0& -A5++M+&8&-A58,+&
G+C& )(.0& 8& 204+& .28.& 28-& 7++(& C+..)(C& ,05(>+,& 8(>& ,05(>+,& 10,& /+8,-"& &'(>+,4/)(C& .2)-&
8(84/-)-& )-& 8& G,+-+(.8.)0(& 01& .2+& 18$.-& 01& .20-+& 8$$56548.+>& $28(C+-j& .2+& G,0G0-+>&
$28(C+-&8(>&)6G4+6+(.8.)0(&G48(&8..+6G.&.0&-+.&.2+&>+G8,.6+(.&0(&8&-.,8.+C)$&>),+$.)0(&
7+..+,&)(10,6+>&7/&$0(.)(C+($/&.2+0,/&,8.2+,&.28(&+11+$.)(C&8&0(+[.)6+&60>+,()M8.)0("&
E& -)C()1)$8(.& 18$.0,& )(& .2+& 87)4)./& 01& .2+& >+G8,.6+(.& .0& 1)(>& -5$$+--& )(& .2)-& (+J&
-.,8.+C)$& >),+$.)0(& )-& .2+& 87)4)./& .0& ,+-G0(>& .0& G+,$+)*+>& $28(C+-%& 8-& -5CC+-.+>& 7/&
>/(86)$& $8G87)4).)+-& .2+0,/"& & !5-)(+--& G,0$+--& ,++(C)(++,)(C& $067)(+>& J).2& 8(&
05.-05,$)(C& 01& ?8$.0,/& -/-.+6-& `C,8>+-& ,+G0,.)(C%& 3D#a& .0& -G+$)84)M+>& 5()*+,-)./&
-5GG0,.&>)*)-)0(-&5(75,>+(-&.2+&>+G8,.6+(.%&8440J)(C&10,&8&C,+8.+,&8C)4)./&)(&,+-G0(>)(C&
.0&8&$28(C)(C&0G+,8.)(C&+(*),0(6+(."&&F2+&-5CC+-.)0(-&10,&.2+&328),&.0&8GG0)(.&8&$28(C+&
$286G)0(&8(>& )(-.)44& )(& .2+&>+G8,.6+(.&8&$54.5,+&01&8>8G.87)4)./&>0&60,+&.28(&-)6G4/& 1)L&


































































































































































$86G5-+-& 01& Y9%\X;& 10,& .2+& 9:RUdR;& 8$8>+6)$& /+8,& `'()*+,-)./& 01& !,).)-2& 304567)8%&
9:R;8a"& & S1& .2)-& .0.84%& W%X:T& 5(>+,C,8>58.+& -.5>+(.-& J+,+& +(,044+>& )(& .2+& ?8$54./& 01&
#$)+($+&`'()*+,-)./&01&!,).)-2&304567)8%&9:R;7a"& &F2+&-8.+44).+&$86G5-& )(& .2+& )(.+,)0,&01&
!,).)-2&304567)8%&'!3&SK8(8C8(%&28>&8&9:RUdR;&.0.84&+(,046+(.&01&X%T\9&`'()*+,-)./&01&
!,).)-2&304567)8%&9:R;8a"&
F2+& '!3& #H#& )-& 8& .J+(./& /+8,& 04>& )([205-+& >+*+40G+>& >8.878-+%& 8$$+--)74+&
.2,05C2&+).2+,& g-.5>+(.& -+,*)$+& $+(.,+h& 0,& g18$54./& -+,*)$+& $+(.,+h& G0,.84-"& & H(& R\\U%& 8(&
)(.+,(84&>+*+40G6+(.&G,0=+$.&8.&'!3&4+>&.0&.2+&)6G4+6+(.8.)0(&01&]+73F&8-&.2+&011)$)844/&
-5GG0,.+>&3D#&01& .2+&5()*+,-)./"& & H(&R\\\%&]+73F&6+,C+>&J).2&D8--8$25-+..-[78-+>&
'()*+,-84&P+8,()(C&F+$2(040C/%& .2+,+7/&C8)()(C&8$$+--& .0&7,08>+,&68,K+.-& `'()*+,-)./&
01& !,).)-2& 304567)8%& 9::Ya"& & H(& 9::U%& ]8-2)(C.0(%& B3[78-+>& +>5$8.)0(84& -01.J8,+&





'!3&30((+$.%& )(-.,5$.0,-& 28*+& .2+& 8$8>+6)$& 1,++>06& .0& 5-+& 8(/& .+$2(040C/& 01& .2+),&




OJ8(.4+(& <04/.+$2()$& '()*+,-)./& `O<'a%& 105(>+>& )(& R\XR%& 708-.-& 8((584&
+(,046+(.& 01& R\%:::& -.5>+(.-&8$,0--& 105,& $86G5-+-& )(&#5,,+/%&@)$260(>%&340*+,>84+%&




E-& .2+&6/OJ8(.4+(& 78$K[+(>& )-& -.)44& 7,8(>+>& 8-& 8&#5(Q8,>& )(-.8448.)0(%& ).& )-& 8--56+>&




W%:::& -.5>+(.-& 8$,0--& .J0& $86G5-+-& )(& Z0,.2& V8($05*+,& 8(>& #+$2+4.& `38G)48(0&
'()*+,-)./%& (">"8a"& & 38G)48(0& '()*+,-)./& 011+,-& 8& *8,)+./& 01& $+,.)1)$8.+%& >)G4068%& 8(>&
5(>+,C,8>58.+& >+C,++& G,0C,86-& J).2& 8& C,+8.+,& 10$5-& 0(& 8$8>+6)$-& .28(& .,8>+-& 0,&
.+$2()$84&-.,+86-&`38G)48(0&'()*+,-)./%&(">"7a"&




5(>+,C,8>58.+& >+C,++& G,0C,86-"& & EGG,0L)68.+& 8((584& +(,046+(.& 8$,0--& $86G5-+-& )(&
Z+J&]+-.6)(-.+,&8(>&30A5).486&(567+,-&RY%:::&`B05C48-&3044+C+%&9:R;a"&





3044+C+& 011+,-& 8& (567+,& 01& G,0C,86-& 8$,0--& .2+& .,8>).)0(84& 8$8>+6)$& 1)+4>-& 01& -.5>/"&&
E4.205C2& .2+,+& )-&8&!8$$8485,+8.+&>+C,++&G,0C,86%&8GG,0L)68.+4/&2841& 01& .2+&-.5>+(.-&
+(,044+>& 8.& P8(C8,8& 3044+C+& 8,+& )(& G,0C,86-& C+8,+>& .0J8,>-& .,8(-1+,& .0& 8& 5()*+,-)./&
`P8(C8,8%&9:R;a"&
E-&J).2&38G)48(0&'()*+,-)./%& .2+&P8(C8,8&3044+C+&#H#& )-&8(&I445$)8(& )(-.8448.)0("&&




F2)-& 8GG+(>)L& G,0*)>+-& 8(& 0*+,*)+J& 01& .2+& >+G8,.6+(.& -)M+& 7/& 5(>+,C,8>58.+&
+(,046+(.%& 68L)656& $48--& -)M+%& 8(>& H#& 5-+& 10,& .2+& 0.2+,& -+*+(& >+G8,.6+(.-& )(& .2+&
?8$54./&01&#$)+($+"&&F2+&68L)656&$48--&-)M+&)-&01&G8,.)$548,&)6G0,.8($+&.0&.2+&328),& )(&
.2+& B+G8,.6+(.& 01& 32+6)-.,/& 8-& .2+/& J0,,/& .28.& 8(& 8GG,08$2& )(& 8& -6844+,& $48--& )(& 8&
>)11+,+(.& >+G8,.6+(.& 68/& (0.& 7+& 8GG,0G,)8.+& 10,& 8& 48,C+,& $48--& )(& 32+6)-.,/"& & F2)-&
>)-$5--)0(& -20J-& .28.& .2+,+& 8,+& $06G8,874+& $48--& -)M+-& 10,& J2)$2& >)11+,+(.& C,8>+-&
-576)--)0(&G,0$+--+-&8,+&10440J+>&8$,0--&.2+&18$54./"&
K()+)J(&*+"5&(0%&0-"
F2+&B+G8,.6+(.& 01&!)040C)$84&#$)+($+-&J8-& .2+& .2),>& 48,C+-.& >+G8,.6+(.& )(& .2+&
18$54./& )(& .2+& 9:RUdR;& 8$8>+6)$& /+8,& J).2& 8(& 5(>+,C,8>58.+& 8$8>+6)$& 1544[.)6+&





!)040C)$84& #$)+($+-& >0+-& (0.& 68K+& 5-+& 01& 8& >+G8,.6+(.84& C,8>+-& >8.878-+"&&
H(-.,5$.0,-&28*+&.2+&8$8>+6)$&1,++>06&.0&$200-+&20J&.2+/&>+4)*+,&$05,-+&$0(.+(.&8(>&
,+$0,>&C,8>+-%&-0& ).& )-&G0--)74+& .28.& .2+,+&8,+& 4)6).+>&5-+-&01&(0([38(*8-&3D#%&0(4)(+&
A5)M& -/-.+6-%& 8(>& C,8>+& G,0$+--)(C& -G,+8>-2++.-& 0,& G,0C,86-"& & N0J+*+,%& !)040C)$84&
#$)+($+-&>0+-&(0.&+LG4)$).4/&>),+$.&)(-.,5$.0,-&.0&10440J&8&G,+-$,)7+>&G,0$+>5,+&10,&C,8>+&
$84$548.)0(&8(>&-576)--)0("& &F2)-&>+G8,.6+(.&>0+-&(0.&5-+&?8$#HD#&10,&8>6)()-.,8.)*+&






'()*+,-)./%& 9:R;a"& &E-& 8& $0,+& -$)+($+%& )(.,0>5$.0,/& G2/-)$-& $05,-+-& 28*+&+(,046+(.& )(&
.2+&,8(C+&01&T::&[&Y::&5(>+,C,8>58.+&-.5>+(.-"&
#)6)48,& .0& !)040C)$84& #$)+($+-%& .2+& B+G8,.6+(.& 01& <2/-)$-& 28-& (0& .8)40,+>&
>+G8,.6+(.84&-/-.+6-&10,&-.5>+(.&8--+--6+(.&0,&C,8>+&.,8$K)(C"&&H(-.,5$.0,-&5-+&38(*8-&
.0&-+.&5G&8(>&68(8C+&$05,-+-&8(>&68,K-&1,06&+L86-&8(>&)([$48--&)34)$K+,&G8,.)$)G8.)0(&
A5+-.)0(-& 8,+& +(.+,+>& 68(5844/& )(.0& .2+& 38(*8-& Q,8>+700K"& & F2+& B+G8,.6+(.& 01&
<2/-)$-&>0+-&28*+&8(&0(4)(+&.004&.28.&8440J-&10,&C5)>+>&4+8,()(C&8(>&8--+--6+(."&&F2)-&
-/-.+6& )-& $844+>&D8-.+,)(C<2/-)$-%&011+,+>&7/&<+8,-0(&I>5$8.)0(&8-&8&$06G4+6+(.& .0&
.2+),&.+L.700K&G,0>5$.-&`<+8,-0(%&9:R;8a"&&#.5>+(.-&+).2+,&,+$+)*+&8(&8$$+--&$0>+&J).2&
.2+),& G5,$28-+>& .+L.700K%& 0,& $8(& G5,$28-+& 8(& 8$$+--& $0>+& -+G8,8.+4/& -2054>& .2+/&
$200-+"&&D8-.+,)(C<2/-)$-&G,+-+(.-&8&60>+,(&C,8G2)$84&)(.+,18$+&J).2&*)>+0-%&+L.+(>+>&
,+8>)(C-&0(&>)11)$54.& $0($+G.-%& A5)M& G,074+6-&J).2& 2)(.-& .28.& C5)>+& .2+& -.5>+(.& .2,05C2&
.2+& G,074+6%& 8(>& 1544& >8.8& 8(84/.)$-& 10,& .2+& )(-.,5$.0,& 0(& J2)$2& G,074+6-& G,0*+&
$2844+(C)(C&10,&.2+&$48--&8-&8&J204+"&&D8-.+,)(C<2/-)$-&$8(&7+&1544/&)(.+C,8.+>&)(.0&68=0,&
3D#&G48.10,6-%&)($45>)(C&38(*8-%&8440J)(C&10,&-+864+--&-.5>+(.&8$$+--&8(>&85.068.+>&
C,8>+& .,8(-1+,-& 1,06&D8-.+,)(C<2/-)$-& A5)MM+-& )(.0& .2+&38(*8-&Q,8>+700K& `<+8,-0(%&
9:R;7a"&&H.& )-&5($4+8,&)1&8(/&)(-.,5$.0,-&8,+&68K)(C&5-+&01&.2)-&)(.+C,8.)0(&-+,*)$+&8.&.2)-&
.)6+"&
H(-.,5$.0,-& )(& .2+& B+G8,.6+(.& 01& <2/-)$-& +LG0,.& .2+& G0G548.+>& 38(*8-&
Q,8>+700K&8(>&>+.+,6)(+&G+,$+(.8C+&$5.[011-&10,&1)(84&4+..+,&C,8>+&8--)C(6+(.&)(&IL$+4"&&
F2+-+& 4+..+,& C,8>+-& 8,+& +(.+,+>& )(.0& #HD#& +).2+,& 68(5844/& 0,& .2,05C2& .2+& G,+*)05-4/&
>+-$,)7+>&)6G0,.&G,0$+--"&&H.&28-&7++(&>+-$,)7+>&8-&8&.+>)05-&G,0$+--%&.8K)(C&5GJ8,>-&
01&8&>8/&.0&$06G4+.+"&&N0J+*+,%&)(-.,5$.0,-&)(&.2)-&>+G8,.6+(.&-5CC+-.&.28.&.2)-&G84+-&)(&
$06G8,)-0(& .0& ,+C)-.,8.)0(& )--5+-& .28.& 8,)-+& 8.& .2+& 7+C)(()(C& 01& .2+& -+6+-.+,"& &]2+(&
,+C)-.,8.)0(&)-&,+48.)*+4/&145)>%&8-&-.5>+(.-&8>>&0,&>,0G&>8)4/%&38(*8-&48C-&7+2)(>&8(>&-0&
$8((0.& G,0*)>+& .2+& )(-.,5$.0,& .2+& 1544& -+.& 01& .004-& 10,& 844& -.5>+(.-& J20& 8,+& $5,,+(.4/&
,+C)-.+,+>"&
F2+&B+G8,.6+(.&01&<2/-)$-&>0+-&5-+&?8$#HD#&.0&8&4)6).+>&>+C,++&10,&FE&8(>&@E&






'()*+,-)./%& 9:R;a"& & ?),-.& /+8,& $05,-+-& 8,+& 48,C+%&J).2& +(,046+(.-& 01& 8GG,0L)68.+4/& U::&
5(>+,C,8>58.+&-.5>+(.-"&
F2+& B+G8,.6+(.& 01& D8.2+68.)$-& 5-+-& 8& $067)(8.)0(& 01& $0(.+(.& >+4)*+,/& 8(>&
8--+--6+(.&.004-%&)($45>)(C&PSZ[3E<E%&38(*8-%&8(>&.+L.700K&G574)-2+,&J+7&-/-.+6-"&
#)6)48,& .0& .2+&B+G8,.6+(.& 01& <2/-)$-%& 8(& 0(4)(+& .+8$2)(C& 8(>& 8--+--6+(.& .004&





E-& J).2& 0.2+,-%& .2)-& >+G8,.6+(.& 5-+-& .2+& $0(.+(.& >+4)*+,/& 8(>& Q,8>+700K&
1+8.5,+-& 01& 38(*8-& +L.+(-)*+4/& 10,& $05,-+-"& & Q,8>+-& 1,06& PSZ[3E<E%& G574)-2+,& J+7&
.004-%& 8(>& 68,K+>& +L86-& 8,+& +(.+,+>& )(.0& Q,8>+700K& 8(>& +LG0,.+>& 10,& +*+(.584&






E-& J).2& 60-.& 0.2+,& >+G8,.6+(.-%& D8.2+68.)$-& 5-+-& .2+& 78-)$& ?8$#HD#&
15($.)0(84).)+-& 01& FE& 8(>& @E& 8--)C(6+(.%& .+8$2)(C& 408>& .,8$K)(C%& 8(>& G+,-0((+4&
)(10,68.)0("&
K()10.(&*+"Y7,-()+)J,"*%."a(%0-()+)J,"
F2+& B+G8,.6+(.& 01& !)06+>)$84& <2/-)040C/& 8(>& O)(+-)040C/& `!<Oa& J8-& .2+&
-+$0(>& 48,C+-.& >+G8,.6+(.& )(& .2+& 18$54./& )(& .2+& 9:RUdR;& 8$8>+6)$& /+8,& J).2& 8(&
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